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Floyd crushed by technology 
by Robert Brosnan 
staff writer 
In a move that is sure to disappoint 
thousands of hard-core psychedelia fans, 
Pink Floyd has canceled its 1994 con- 
cert tour. Pink Floyd was scheduled to 
perform in Death Valley on May 12. 
Despite the cancellation, Clemson 
University still plans on providing some 
65,000 fans with entertainment. Al- 
though an official announcement has 
not been made as to exactly who will 
replace the massively popular record- 
ing group, the Union Box Office did 
announce that fans will not have to 
exchange their tickets no matter who 
performs in the band's place. Unfortu- 
nately refunds for the Pink Floyd show 
will not be given. 
The May 12 show—which was to fea- 
ture the most advanced technology in 
sound, lighting, and special effects—was 
canceled due to a "fatal mishap" during 
the testing of the new stage technology. 
Erik Martin/interim head photographer 
Death Valley remains empty as Pink Floyd reneges on concert. 
CU certain to put best foot forward for graduation. 
Scattered reports indicate that at least seven loud speakers contained a new sub- 
members of the Pink Floyd road crew were woofer technology created especially 
crushed when a giant set of loud speakers for the band. These speakers created 
collapsed on top of them.  Apparently the sec CONCERT, pacje i i 
Homemaker becomes policymaker 
by Geoff Wilson 
staff writer 
According to a high-rank- 
ing University official, the ad- 
ministration has only one per- 
son on the list for a replace- 
ment for outgoing University 
President Max Lennon: Ruth 
Lennon, his wife. 
The official, who asked to 
remain anonymous, says that 
Ruth Lennon "has been con- 
sidered a strong candidate 
from the beginning. We even 
had some preliminary discus- 
sions with her before Max 
made his announcement. 
"She has most of the quali- 
ties we're looking for in a presi- 
dent: she's an effective com- 
municator, she has raised a 
strong family, and she has en- 
dured a lot of controversy 
while she's been here." 
The Lennpns' stay became 
particularly rough in January 
1990, when football coach 
Danny Ford resigned, appar- 
ently with pressure from the 
administration. Students held 
a candlelight vigil on the 
Lennons' lawn to protest the 
move, and it is rumored that 
Ruth was the cooler head in 
the household, preventing 
Max from running out onto 
the front porch with a shot- 
gun and firing at random into 
president but vowed to stay 
on until at least March 1,1995, 
while the University searches 
for a replacement. His wife 
would be a logical choice, the 
source said, because of her 
Erik Martin/interim head photographer 
Max and Ruth Lennon at press conference. 
Ruth is being considered for the twelfth 
president of Clemson. 
the crowd. 
Max Lennon held a news 
conference Feb. 26 to declare 
his intention to step down as 
family ties to Clemson (both 
the Lennons' children gradu- 
ated from CU) and her famil- 
iarity with the operations of 
the administration. 
While the Board of Trust- 
ees' official policy calls for a 
lengthy screening process, a 
difficult round of interviews 
and a final decision by the the 
Board itself, the source added 
that informal talks have already 
begun to secure a contract for 
Mrs. Lennon. 
The negotiations are stall- 
ing at this point, however, be- 
cause Mrs. Lennon is holding 
pat on one point: she wishes 
to keep the President's office 
in Sik.es, whereas the adminis- 
tration feels, according to the 
official, that "a woman's place 
is in the home" and wants her 
to move the office to the 
President's home. 
Ruth Lennon has rarely left 
her husband's side since the 
announcement, but, the offi- 
cial joked, "She obviously 
wasn't with him when he 
bought that sweater he wore 
to the resignation press con- 
ference." 
Mrs. Lennon could not be 
reached for comment, but in 
what might be a related move, 
sec LENNONS,[wye io 
Dead-days 
put on ice 
by Jennette Bottensek 
Office manager 
In a surprising an- 
nouncement Wednesday, 
Senior Vice Provost Jerry 
Reel announced classes will 
be held over for an extra 
two days at the end of April, 
due to delays caused by 
the ice storm earlier this 
semester. The storm, 
which occurred on Janu- 
ary 17th and 18th, caused 
classes to be canceled for 
the better of two business 
days, from 10:10 Mon. to 
11:00 Tues. 
"We feel that a loss of 
valuable class time of this 
magnitude warrants an 
adjustment in schedule," 
Reel stated. Only those 
class sections which were 
not able to meet during 
the storm will be expected 
to meet on the two extra 
days, which have been 
scheduled for April 29th 
and 30th. This will cause 
the held-over sections to 
meet on the traditional 
"dead day" and the Sat. 
following. Classes will meet 
at their regular times on 
the Fri. of dead day and 
Sat. will be treated on a 
Tues./Thurs. schedule. As 
is policy with the week pre- 
vious to these days, no tests 
will be allowed in classes 
meeting during the make- 
up times. Reel states, "We 
feel the placement of these 
days will not only allow stu- 
dents to get the maximum 
out of their courses but 
will also discourage the ir- 
responsible behavior ex- 
hibited by many students 
in leaving the long week- 
end before exams, a con- 
cern we have expressed 
before." 
Alan Schaffer, the Presi- 
dent of Faculty Senate, 
agreed  the  decision  was 
sre MAKE-UP. twt)c9 
Jordan grimaces at idiotic 
Tiger Cub, see page 14. 
This Sat., April 2 is daylight sav- 
ings. Do not forget to set your 
clocks back one hour at midnight. 
INXS tickets went on sale Thurs., 
in Clemson but were offered to the 
public on Wed. The band will be 
performing at Littlejolui Coliseum 
later this summer. Only a few seats 
arc still available so buy your tick- 
ets soon. 
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Memorial better suited for classrooms 
by D. Linsey Wisdom 
interim features editor 
The classes of 1950-53 have 
retracted their plans for the 
construction of the proposed 
Military Heritage Plaza. 
Alumni have decided there are 
more efficient uses of the 
$480,000 that was being do- 
nated for the memorial. The 
money will be directly chan- 
neled into the educational 
budget to help meet some of 
the concerns of the students. 
Leroy Doar, a strong sup- 
porter for the Plaza, feels it is 
important for students to 
know their military heritage. 
This was the basis for the con- 
struction of the plaza. 
"We want to show the gen- 
erations here and the genera- 
tions yet to be born how the 
military molded us," stated 
Doar. 
The alumni have reconsid- 
ered their original plans. They 
believe that the memorials 
outside of Mell Hall and 
Tillman are enough. Students 
are fully aware that Clemson's 
roots involve a rich military 
heritage. 
Instead of adding yet an- 
other memorial, the alumni 
realized students could ben- 
efit from alternative improve- 
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The proposed Military Heritage Plaza, originally intended to be 
located near Bowman Field, has been reconsidered. Donators have 
chosen to invest their money in the classrooms. 
ments. While no definite plans 
have been made there are sev- 
eral options being examined. 
One plan has been to put 
on a campaign to save the Bo- 
tanical Gardens. The contro- 
versial highway which will be 
cut right through the duck 
pond has caused much grief 
for the alumni as well as the 
current Clemson students. A 
campaign to stop the construc- 
tion would benefit students 
for years to come. 
Alternatives are being ex- 
amined for widening the roads 
into Clemson. This would help 
alleviate the traffic problems 
faced trying to reach campus 
and the football stadium. 
Another use for the money 
would be to update the com- 
puter systems in the labs on 
campus. The purchasing of 
new printers is on the top of 
the list of things to do. "Stu- 
dents shouldn't have to wait 
20 minutes for a poor quality 
print," commented Michelle 
Vaughters, a senior at Clem- 
son. "We are supposed to 
present our papers profession- 
ally but are unable to access 
the resources on campus." 
Along with updating the 
computers, plans have been 
examined to restructure 
Clemson'r registration system. 
"The drop-add policies 
haven't been changed since 
we were in college," com- 
mented Doar. "Trust me, we 
feel for you." Looking at USC 
for a model, feasible changes 
could be made. r*-^k 
A final plan that has been '*-^ 
discussed is hiring more pro- 
fessors. About 12 full-time pro- 
fessors could be hired for one 
year with $480,000. This could 
have several advantages. Class 
sizes would decrease or at least 
maintain their current enroll- 
ment. Also sections would not 
be forced to close which may 
have been closed due to lack 
of professors available to teach. 
There are several improve- 
ments which could be made 
now that the alumni have 
agreed to make such a gener- 
ous contribution. 
One alumni commented, 
"We want what is best for the 
students, 40 years ago we were 
in your shoes. Of course we 
had chalk back then, but things 
haven't changed to much." 
Accounting mistakes and mishandeling funds demands action 
Students receive refunds for parking 
by Michael Burns and Terrell 
Johnson 
sports editor and editor-in-chief 
During this time of proposed in- 
creases in on-campus parking fees, the 
Traffic and Parking Control office re- 
leased surprising information, stating 
that due to an error in collection of 
parking fees all students who have 
registered their cars on campus de- 
serve a refund. 
In reconsidering their finances, 
parking officials discovered the ac- 
counting error. Apparently, the office 
has been mistakenly overcharging the 
students since the parking fees were 
put into affect. The errors range from 
incorrect tabulation of additional sur- 
charges to inappropriate handling of 
parking fee funds. 
Various reports differ on the exact 
amount owed to students, but it is 
clear each student owning a parking 
sticker can expect a substantial re- 
fund. 
Accountants employed by the Uni- 
versity estimate a $15 refund per stu- 
dent, while Student Government's ac- 
countants maintain students are owed 
$45 a piece. An agreement must be 
reached in court if the two sides don't 
come together by the end of the school 
year. 
The Student Senate is upset about 
the entire issue, but Student Body 
President Scott Turner has been the 
most vocal. 
"I don't understand what the de- 
bate is about," he said. "They owe us 
money, and we want it!" 
However, Larry Granger, Director 
of Traffic and Parking Control, sees it 
differently. Any refund would be too 
much in his opinion. 
"This situation has been blown out 
of proportion," he said. "We work 
very hard. Any mistake we have made 
was not committed intentionally. In- 
stead of a refund, the Traffic office 
should just hold back on the rate in- 
creases." 
Unfortunately, even this suggestion 
was refuted by the Office of Student 
Affairs. Almeda Jacks, vice president 
for student affairs, has worked closely 
with consultants who were brought in 
by the University to deal with parking 
lots repairs and improvements. 
Jacks states, "The parking system 
cannot afford the refunds any more 
than it can waive the increased fees. 
"We work very hard. Any mistake we 
may have made was not commited 
intentionally." 
Larry Granger 
Director of Traffic and ParkingControl 
President Lennon has set up a special 
task force to deal with the issue and 
offer possible means by which the 
University could repay the students. It 
is a question of finding another area 
where we can cut spending." 
Jacks noted that any money cut from 
other departments would have a di- 
rect effect on the quality of the stu- 
dents' education. She expressed con- 
cern for the students and warned "they 
should not cut off their noses despite 
their faces. If students demand re- 
funds, they will only miss out in other 
areas." 
Whatever the case, Student Gov- 
ernment clai ms the understanding they 
have with the Traffic and Parking Con- 
trol office guarantees some amount of 
financial reimbursement. 
"Policy states that any admitted 
mismanagement must result in direct 
and appropriate measures," Turner 
claimed. "No one with the University 
will argue against that. Appropriate 
measures in this case are obviously 
refunds. This is open and shut." 
The newly formed task force is 
scheduled to meet next Fri. and should 
provide some suggestions for alleviat- 
ing the problem by the end of the 
month. 
Error in parking fees collected by 
the University since 1986. Students 
have been over charged. 
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Vice-presidents become pedal pushers 
by Tyrone Walker 
staff writer 
The Clemson Foundation has de- 
cided to replace its fleet of University 
cars with bicycles. 
The decision was prompted by pres- 
sure stemming from a Student Senate 
resolution, which cited previous abuses 
of Clemson Foundation funds which 
had been diverted from intended aca- 
demic purposes. 
Student Body President, Scott 
Turner is astonished that the adminis- 
tration took Student Government's 
recommendation seriously. 
"When I was first notified I thought 
I was dreaming. I thought that since I 
blew an opportunity to challenge the 
administration's decision to double 
student parking fees that my credit- 
ability and name as a student leader 
was trashed," Turner added "This is a 
turning point for in my career as a 
student leader." 
According to University spokes- 
woman , Cathy Sams, Clemson is con- 
cerned about its tarnished image. 
Sams said "The University is 
ashamed for using Clemson Founda- 
tion money to provide free luxury cars 
to senior level administrators, while 
ignoring the need of students." 
She said the University's decision is 
an effort to convince the students that 
Clemson administration really is con- 
cerned about the quality of their edu- 
cation. 
"Student leaders were elected by 
students to speak on their behalf; there- 
fore, we must abide by their wishes 
because we don't want the students to 
think their student leaders are merely 
puppets,"  explained Sams. 
Sams, who had been a recipient of a 
Foundation car, said, "On rainy -days 
file photo Administrators test drive their new modes of transporta- 
tion. The University has re-evaluated its car policy in 
favor of bicycles. 
riding a bike 10 miles a day to and 
from work is going to be difficult, but 
Fll make the necessary adjustment." 
Almeda Jacks, vice president of stu- 
dent affairs, who is now peddling a 
new Trek 3000, is committed to a 
quality education for students as well 
as a large chalk cache. 
"I'm not upset about trading my 
1994 Nissan Infinity for a mountain 
bike, but if that's what the students 
want, that is what I must do. We really 
care about students, and this is a fair 
gesture," saidjacks. 
"The needs of student are the pri- 
mary focus of this University. Trading 
the Infinity will buy a lot of chalk. I'm 
proud to pay my fair share." 
Not everyone affiliated with the 
University its taking the decisio«4ying 
down. According Sams, the Faculty 
Senate is not taking the decision well. 
She said they are in another uproar. 
"They had contacted every newspa- 
per in the state to complain, but the 
papers in essence ignored their cries 
of foul play. As a result the deans of 
the colleges diverted money earmarked 
for students supplies such as chalk, to 
pay for full page ads in every newspa- 
per instead," said Sams. 
"I'm not pointing fingers, but if the 
Faculty Senate wouldn't have went on 
the temper tantrum last week, I would 
still have my free car and the profes- 
sors would have chalk to instruct their 
classes." 
The Messenger, a newspaper that re- 
fused to cover the latest incident re- 
leased a statement   explaining their 
position. 
The statement read: "Our readers 
are tired of this Clemson fiasco. When 
you cry wolf every week, readers are 
going become resistant to causes like 
that of the Faculty Senate. Our read- 
ers want to read about something of 
substance." 
However, an unidentified source 
who asked that his name to be with- 
held said that The Messenger is hiding 
the real reason for its action. 
According to the unidentified 
source, who holds a key decision 
making post at The Messenger is refus- 
ing to cover this latest matter as the 
result of a new policy. 
"Every since The Tiger abandoned 
The Messenger as their printer we have 
been experiencing serious financial 
problems,"  the source. 
"The Messenger was betting it would 
be able to milk money from other 
desperate University sources such as 
the Faculty Senate. It's nothing per- 
sonal its just business,"  he noted. 
The Clemson Spectator, a self pro- 
claimed "leading newspaper," also re- 
sponded to the revelations. 
"We are upset. We were the only 
newspaper that was willing to cover 
this issue, and we were ignored. We 
contacted the Faculty Senate, Student 
Senate and the University 
spokewomen, but they failed to re- 
turned our calls. This is just another 
incident of this University's attempt to 
maintain a strangle hold information," 
stated Spectator spokeswoman Leigh 
Moody. 
"We will have the last word. 'Ven- 
geance is mine said the Lord.' We'll 
get everyone who disrespects us in 
our next edition of The Clemson Spec- 
tator," the spokeswoman Moody 
added,"We are looking for writers." 
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Logical solution 
to US problem 
Earlier this week during the 6:00 
news, one of the broadcasting networks 
featuredasegmentaboutPrincess Eliza- 
beth of tire former ruling family of 
Yugoslavia. She is now actively involved 
in humanitarian efforts for her native 
country, torn by war. 
She takes particular interest in the 
sufferingof the children ofBosnia, bring- 
ing food and clothing across the border 
personally, defying the U.N.'s sanctions 
on humanitarian aid. The sanctions hit 
the poor, the sick and the young the 
hardest. 
Terrell 
Johnson 
editor-in-chief 
The reporter visited cliildren's clinics 
Which housed youth who were barely 
escaping starvation. The segment fo- 
cused on sick, pitiful children, emphasiz- 
ing how they are the innocent victims of 
war. 
Flippingto another channel, this news 
program was discussing the recent de- 
bate in die Navy over whether or not to 
allow women to be shipped out to sea. 
Advocates pushed for equal rights and 
equal responsibilities between the sexes. 
Critics stressed the way in which 
women would distract the sailors from 
their duties, citing die natural tendency 
of humans in stressful situations to par- 
ticipate more often in sexual encoun- 
ters. 
Many naval officers are concerned 
that the crew on board a ship, and 
particularly on a submarine, would fo- 
cus more on getting lucky than getting 
their jobs done. 
Both of these cases point up an obvi- 
ous flaw in our military and battle prac- 
tices. Of course, people faced eveiyday 
with death and destruction will experi- 
ence an instinctive need to bring some- 
thing living into their own dead worlds. 
Of course, soldiers, sailors and citizens 
involved in civil war will tend to procre- 
ate more; their sex drives have grown 
tremendously with the added stress. 
There are several solutions to this 
problemsodiatinnocentchildrenwould 
no longer be born in the midst of mili- 
tary exercises or battle. So far our gov- 
ernment has chosen to separate the 
sexes to prevent rampant sexual activity. 
This method is flawed in that soldiers 
sent to fight in foreign territory have 
access to women there. Children still 
result; they are just citizens of another 
country. 
A more responsible route for the 
military would be to require all men and 
women sent to battle to be neutered or 
spayed, respectively. 
By removing a soldier's sex organs, 
he or she could then participate in sexual 
intercourse without fear of producing 
wartime children. The military person- 
nel would need to worry only about 
sexually transmitted disease and keep- 
ing up with their duties. 
This method has been tried and 
proven with house pets. Cats and dogs 
often experience great stress from neigh- 
borhood animals, their owners, the 
weatl ler and bad-tas ting pet chow. These 
conditions could be considered compa- 
rable to the conditions which soldiers 
experience in combat. By having the cats 
and dogs fixed, at least the offspring a 
spared the horrors of life. 
Perhaps the government should take 
a similar course of action. Perhaps it 
should concentrate on alleviating suffer- 
ing instead of causing it. 
Opinion 
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Editorial 
Administration welcomes new 
CU President with open arms 
A new successor has been found 
for Clemson University. As of May 
1st of this year, Clemson will have 
its twelfth president. Ruth Lennon 
will be replacing her husband as 
the first woman president of Clem- 
OUR POSITION: 
We support Ruth 
Lennon as Clemson's 
new President. 
down on students sleeping in class. 
nTfite Agriculture Department will 
be getting special attention because 
she loves those pretty flowers and 
wholesome dairy products the de- 
everything is and how it works. 
Max .will finally settle the argu- 
ment of who does all the house- 
work around the house. 
Mrs. Lennon will opentcommu- 
nication avenues between the fac- 
son University. It is also the first    ulty and students. Everyone would    partment is famous for producing. 
time in history that a spouse has    pay closer attention to her while    Cows are all so cute, anyway 
succeeded his or her mate at the    she is speaking because she looks 
same university. better in pumps. Her fashion sense 
This is the best thing for Clem-    is also very pleasing to the eye. 
son. With this changing of power, She  is  known  as  an  excellent 
cook, so when entertaining special 
financial guests she would not have 
to take them out. This would help 
cut down on the expense account 
the  President is  entitled  to  use. 
it would eliminate most of the con 
fusion  that comes about when a 
new president enters a university. 
Everyone will be able to call her 
President Lennon without fear of 
the  embarrassment  of mistaking    She already has her own car. 
her for the former President 
Lennon. When she replaces the 
staff, no one could have more ex- 
perience at cleaning house. 
And no one would be moving in 
or out of the President's house or 
having to show the successor where 
She will be asking for more fund- 
ing of women's sports and Home 
Economics classes. Rumor of a spe- 
cial naptime period between 11:00 
in the morning to 1:00 in the after- 
noon will be enacted to encourage 
student  productivity  and   to  cut 
With her in office, the athletic 
department could be saying good- 
bye to Bobby Robinson because 
she never liked the looks of him. 
He always had those shifty eyes 
that are always looking for a deal 
with a football or basketball coach. 
So Clemson should be ready to 
welcome the new president with 
open arms. The University will be 
continuing on its road to progress 
without any potholes. The Tiger 
welcomes President Ruth Lennon 
and wishes her good luck on driv- 
ing us to our next destination of 
greatness. 
The lead editorial is written each week by the editorial editor. The opinions expressed in Tiger editorials represent 
the majority view based upon weekly meetings of the Tiger editorial board. In representing the majority view, the lead 
editorial may not represent the individual view of any particular member of the editorial board.  
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Letters to the Editor 
Circumcision not always necessary at birth 
To the editor: 
Circumcision, the surgi- 
cal removal of the foreskin 
of the penis, developed into 
a routine practice in the 
U.S. in the twentieth cen- 
tury. The U.S. is the only 
Western nation to practice 
routine, non-religious in- 
fant circumcision, where 
roughly 55 per cent of baby 
boys are still forced to un- 
dergo this painful surgery, 
done usually without anes- 
thesia and always without 
the infants's consent. 
Worldwide, 85 per cent of 
males are NOT circum- 
cised. 
In 1971 and 1975 the 
American Academy of Pe- 
diatrics concluded that 
there are "no valid medical 
indications for circumci- 
sion" of the newborn. In 
1978 the American College 
of Obstetricians and Gyne- 
cologists endorsed this po- 
sition, as has the American 
Academy of Family Physi- 
cians, the College of Pedi- 
atric Urologists and the Ca- 
nadian  Pediatric  Society. 
Routine circumcision 
adds $240 million/year to 
medical costs and is not 
risk-free. The complica- 
tions are numerous and can 
be tragic. Circumcision 
also results in a loss of some 
sexual sensations and func- 
tion. For the uncircumcised 
male and his female part- 
ner, the foreskin enhances 
sexual pleasure. 
Some men who were cir- 
cumcised as infants and 
wish they had been left in- 
tact have undergone surgi- 
cal and non-surgical fore- 
skin restoration tech- 
niques. The book The Joy of 
Uncircumcising: Restore Your 
Birthright and Maximize 
Sexual Pleasure by Jim 
Bigelow.Ph.D. (Hourglass 
Book Publishing, 1992) de- 
scribes these techniques, 
and can be ordered at most 
bookstores. The best solu- 
tion ultimately, however, is 
to NOT circumcise infants 
in the first place! 
Whereas millions of males 
in this country have been af- 
fected by circumcision, mil- 
lions of females in Africa, parts 
of Asia and many Islamic coun- 
tries have been subjected to 
female circumcision, excision 
and infibulation. 
Procedures run the 
gamut from removing only 
the clitoris or clitoral hood 
to removal of a major por- 
tion of the vulva and clos- 
ing of the vagina, with only 
a small opening left to per- 
mit passage of urine and 
menstrual blood. 
Further free information 
on circumcision is available 
from the Childbirth Educa- 
tion Foundation, P.O. Box 
5, Richboro, PA 18954. 
Sincerely, 
Petrina Patel 
Eugene writes 
to The Tiger 
To the editor: 
As   Almighty GOD,   I 
greet you: 
I Am a GOD Dedicated 
to LOVE, not only fear, in 
accordance to the enclosed 
Treatise: "THE POWER OF 
LOVE." 
I am also a JEALOUS 
GOD, (Joshua 24:19) Who 
needs your Prayers to My 
Son and Me. 
I Am NOT hypocritical 
and I hate to disillusion you, 
but don't look for the sec- 
ond-coming of My first- 
born Son, Jesus, as errone- 
ously Prophesied in the 
Bible. (1 Thessalonians 
4:17) 
The second-coming was 
fulfilled when I found My 
second-born Son, Eugene, 
in a mental ward in 1941, as 
described in Our first Au- 
tobiography, All Souls Are 
Mine, Carlton Press, Inc. 
New York, N.Y. 
Unfortunately, this Book 
is now out of circulation. 
Eugene/Jesus are ONE 
Combined SPIRIT ... Rein- 
carnated. 
My Son,  a Bachelor all 
His Life, resides with His 
sister. She is a spinster who 
owns the house and car. My 
Son owns NO real-estate 
whatsoever. His Earthly 
possessions are a Type- 
writer, TV Set, old clothes 
and a meager bank account 
of less than six-hundred 
dollars. 
He pays room and board 
of $300 per month. His in- 
come, from a small pension 
and Social-Security checks, 
total $822.43 per month. 
We receive NO donations 
whatsoever. 
With reluctance, My DIC- 
TATION through My Son 
will cease, as I close this 
Letter of understanding 
between Us. 
My Holy Name is NEVER 
written on parchment nor 
paper, simply because it is 
void of Form. My humble 
Son, Eugene/Jesus, will 
sign His SURNAME to ig- 
nite the pangs of LOVE in 
human hearts. 
Prayerfully yours, 
Eugene Changey 
Sex education necessary for Clemson's progress 
It is unbelievable the ig- 
norance on the subject of 
sex is on this campus. You 
may be asking me what I 
am talking about. Well sure, 
all of you know about how 
male and females have 
slightly different anatomies 
and how the sperm fertil- 
izes the egg and the fertil- 
ized egg goes to the uterus 
for a period of usually nine 
months. 
But, how does the sperm 
get there in the first place 
you may or may not be ask- 
ing. One would be sur- 
prised about how many 
people really don't know. 
That is why I propose 
Clemson to have a sex edu- 
cation class, not in biology, 
but in how it is performed. 
The class would show many 
, movies with slow motion 
effjme by frame analysis 
jj^maybe we could have John 
Madden to comment on the 
play-by-play with his noto- 
rious light pen). We need 
magazines and the latest 
books on the many types of 
positions available. There 
are at least one hundred 
different ones. I can't de- 
scribe them all because 
there is no class for such a 
thing. 
The textbook would have 
different pick-up lines for 
both sexes (the book would 
also include the positions). 
It would need to describe 
the best places and situa- 
tions to meet people. The 
different types of contra- 
ception and their effective- 
ness would also be dis- 
cussed. 
The   intro- 
duction     of 
Dave 
Moorman 
editorial editor 
field trips to bars, the 
beach, the laundromat and 
the grocery stores with dem- 
onstrations of pick-up tech- 
niques would be a definite 
must, such as bumping into 
the targeted person "by ac- 
cident" and mistaking his 
or her laundry for yours. 
There would be a need for 
required homework to 
make sure everyone under- 
stands. 
An area of the course that 
would discuss cosmetology 
and fashion so the student 
knows the how to look when 
on the prowl would be very 
helpful and informative. 
The class would teach the 
different body signals of eye 
contact and facial expres- 
sions to look for when "bag- 
ging" that certain someone. 
Students would need to 
know the proper go-ahead 
and stop signs. 
A lab may be necessary 
for this portion of the 
course. This area of the syl- 
labus would also be part of 
the demonstrations when 
on field trips. 
Of course the class would 
have to be taught by expert 
instructors. How about Ri- 
chard Long, Debbie, and 
Bunny Luves? Who else 
would know better? Or the 
persons mentioned could 
be guest lecturers. I don't 
have anyone better in mind. 
Anyway, this is just a sug- 
gestion to help solve this 
campus crisis. If anyone 
else would be interested in 
helping solve this problem 
I am always open for com- 
ments and other possible 
solutions. 
Besides, it's spring, and I 
am in the mood for love. 
Speaking Out 
Question: What do you think about Ruth Lennon taking over as President? 
Jennette Bottensek 
Biochemistry 
junior 
/ think she looks 
better in pumps. 
Besides, she is a 
woman. Who else 
better? 
Greg Schmidt 
Chemical 
Engineering 
sophmore 
/ heard she is a great 
cook. 
Mike Duran 
Psychology 
senior 
Anyone besides 
Clinton. 
Liese Snode 
Liberal Arts 
freshman 
Isn 't she already 
running the 
University? 
Erik Martin / Interim head photographer 
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New Age medicine enlightens CU 
by Kerri Hamberg 
staff writer 
The rising sun sprays a radi- 
ant shower of its light on a 
small ring of people silently 
meditating in the grassy area 
beside the Redfern Student 
Health Center. A woman 
dressed in a white jumper and 
cushioned white shoes circles 
the group, quietly whispering 
encouragements to the par- 
ticipants as they breathe rhyth- 
mically. 
They are completely focus 
and concentrate on the sounds 
of their own bodies. Any 
passers-by would naturally as- 
sume this was a group of yoga 
or tai-chi students out for a 
morning exercise. 
Clemson students may be 
, surprised to hear, however, 
that this type of activity will 
soon be taking place under 
the auspices of a brand new 
clinic in the Universitiy's 
health care system: the Holis- 
tic Medicine Clinic. 
The administration ap- 
proved the clinic for funding 
on Wednesday March 30, and 
the Holistic Medicine Clinic is 
due to open its doors in the 
spring of 1995. 
"We thought we needed to 
focus more on prevention," 
said Dr. Sally Grover, director 
of Redfern's Outreach pro- 
gram. 
"Holistic medicine uses no 
drugs and no chemicals. It 
concentrates on keeping the 
body healthy by restoring its 
natural balance with herbs, 
meditation, acupuncture, 
acupressure and no-impact 
physical exercise." 
Dr. Grover foresees a 
gradual decrease in each 
student's health fee if the new 
clinic has the effect she be- 
lieves it will. "Students will take 
better care of themselves, 
watch the balances of their 
yings and yangs and will visit 
Redfern less often for chemi- 
cal cures." 
The administration sur- 
prised the Faculty and Stu- 
dent Senates by spontaneously 
Genesis Sega 
Super Nintendi 
3D0 
CD 
Jaguar 
Phillips CD-i 
•The Best names. 
•The Best prices. 
•The most complete selection of 
games, systems, and accessories. 
After your ninth purchase, 
get a tenth game for 50% OFF! 
approving funding for the 
clinic. 
Upon hearing the news, Fac- 
ulty Senate President Alan 
Schaffer remarked, "Who 
came up with this one? Max? 
Ruth? Or those bats at 
Redfern?" Members of the 
University's administration, 
however, had different opin- 
ions. 
"They thought the rental 
car thing was good," snick- 
ered President Max Lennon 
"Students will take better care 
of themselves, watch the bal- 
ances of their yings and yangs 
and visit will visit Redfern less 
often for chemical cures." 
Alan Schaffer 
Faculty Senate President 
as, behind him, Vice-President 
Almeda Jacks smiled and 
jingled her car keys in the air. 
"This'll really get 'em," he 
added 
Serving tea to the select 
administration members gath- 
ered in the Presidential par- 
lor, Ruth Lennon exploded 
into laughter as her husband 
was asked how he thought this 
move would reflect on his 
outgoing administration and 
his wife's incoming one. 
"Who gives a damn?" Presi- 
dent Lennon replied, grinning 
like a Cheshire cat and leaning 
back in his chair. He winked 
towards his wife as he ex- 
1 800 646-6518 
Pendleton Local: 646-6519 
JYiesday - Saturday 10 to 5, 
INUI'SIO'N 
The future's in sight. 
vm urn 
APARTMENTS 
•Remodeled (carpet, vinyl, wallpaper, paint, 
and breakfast bar) 
•$485-525/ mo. (depending on unit chosen) 
•Dishwasher, central heat/air, blinds & drapes 
•Less than 3 miles from campus 
•Pets allowed (in older units only) 
Call today or come by... 
i 
hHm^ 
^ 654-6158 
% 
% 
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Mon.-Fri. 8:30am- 5:00pm 
OFF HWY. 123 ON ISAQUEENA TRAIL 
plained, "I'm outta here. Let 
those liberal faculty freaks have 
a taste of their own medicine. 
Ha ha! Get it? Medicine. I slay 
myself sometimes." 
President Lennon regained 
his composure. He then 
added that Ruth, his wife and 
current canidate for the next 
President, had plenty of simi- 
lar plans for her upcoming 
administration. 
Mrs. Lennon listed several 
examples of these plans, such 
as starting a petting zoo in the 
Botanical Gardens and razing 
Strode Tower to erect a high- 
rise parking garage. 
On the subject of the park- 
ing garage, Mrs. Lennon com- 
mented, "Well, the Humani- 
ties are just a drain of funds 
that could go towards Engi- 
neering programs, and the 
parking situation has grown 
worse in the last few months. 
Some student stole Max's 
space in front of Sikes yester- 
day." 
"But we got her," President 
Lennon added. 
"Yes, we did, dear," Ruth 
Lennon confirmed. "Anyway, 
maybe we could build the Lib- 
eral Arts' offices into the ga- 
rage itself. Give them a whole 
level to themselves or some- 
thing." 
Officials approved the 
clinic's funding under Title IX 
of the Emergency Legislation 
Code in the Clemson Univer- 
sity Constitution, making the 
Faculty and Student Senates 
unable to reverse the approval 
without the United States Sec- 
retary of Education's approval 
until March 30, 1997. 
"Can you believe it?" Presi- 
dent Lennon joked incredu- 
lously. "Who would write that 
into the Constitution? This is 
great," he added. 
President Lennon stated 
that he also has plans to imple- 
ment, under the same Title IX 
Emergency Code, a Holistic 
Veterinary Clinic for the Col- 
lege of Agriculture next week. 
"Hell, we'll just take the 
money from the Foundation 
funds. I see a imperative and 
immediate need to help all of 
our poor, sick animals, as well 
as our students," Max Lennon 
remarked as he failed to hold 
back a huge smile. 
"To heal without the use of 
drugs or chemicals is the best 
avenue we can take to keep 
Clemson on the leading edge 
of new age technology." 
President Lennon stated 
that before he leaves office, 
the administration also plans 
to approve spending and be- 
gin implementation of a mono- 
rail system to replace the 
shuttle bus program. 
"Hey— it worked at Disney 
World," Lennon observed. 
Holistic care will add to the 
improving health care that 
Redfern is offering. 
Hopefully in the next few 
years Redfern will begin imple- 
menting these and many other 
changes. 
wishes to congratulate: 
Fall Initiates 
Elizabeth Hope Holmes 
Stacy Alise Heimburger 
Lisa Davis 
Heather Smith 
Margaret Gathright 
Spring Initiates : 
Candice Charlene Christman 
Christine Marlp 
Karrie TartarJ! 
Cari Elizabethjpack 
Robin Lynn Barker 
Spring Pledges 
Emily Anne Parson 
Tracy Peyton Russell 
Meredith Danielle Dyar 
Jennifer Marie Mills 
Love in AOT, 
The Sisters of Kappa Delta 
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Redfern offers self-diagnosis 
by L. Clator Butler, Jr. 
staff writer 
In an effort to meet further 
budget cuts, Redfern Health 
Center is now switching from 
a full-service to a self-service 
facility. 
After irreconcilable differ- 
ences arose between the nurs- 
ing and medical staff of 
Redfern and the new director, 
Dr. XXX, the staff chose to 
leave in pursuit of higher sala- 
ries and more vacation time. 
Rather than stretching funds 
to hire new personnel, the di- 
rector of Redfern has adopted 
the self-diagnosis policy at 
Redfern. 
"We have been teaching 
self-check methods for diag- 
just about anything," assures 
Dr. XXX. 
The new system should save 
69 million dollars annually in 
salaries and country club mem- 
berships. 
The money will be used to 
offset the cost of other im- 
provements at Redfern. One 
such program is the free preg- 
nancy test that will be offered. 
Funds will also be used to bring 
in world renowned Holistic 
care practitioners. The direc- 
tor is also looking into setting 
up a scholarship for those stu- 
dents who are interested in 
the field of college health cen- 
ters. 
In addition to the money 
being saved, students will ben- 
efit from the new program. 
Liese Snode/interim senior staff photographer 
Fae McLean, R.N. takes Lei Chen's blood 
pressure. With the additions of self-diagonsis 
and Holistic care, this situation could be 
avoided. sT 
nosing breast cancer and tes-       "This   self-check   policy 
ticular cancer for years now. If should be very easy to follow, 
the students can do that, they No longer do you need to make 
can diagnose themselves for appointments and there will 
be no wait for the doctors to 
see you," says Dr. XXX. 
"Students upon entering 
will first sign a waiver, thereby 
alleviating themselves from 
any malpractice. After signing 
the waiver they must enter the 
lab room, strip and outfit them- 
selves in the appropriate pa- 
per garments (100 percent re- 
cyclable, of course). There on 
the wall are the stethoscopes, 
blood pressure cuffs and rec- 
tal thermometers respec- 
tively." 
After checking their vital 
statistics, students will fill out 
a questionnaire which will re- 
quest a list of their symptoms. 
Upon checking off their ail- 
ments, they will match them 
up with the same key the doc- 
tors have been using for the 
past decade. 
The procedures are easy to 
follow and a complete set of 
instructions will be provided 
to patients. 
Dr. XXX commented, "The 
self-service pharmacy will al- 
low students to get the medi- 
cation that they feel will best 
suit their needs. We have 
stocked up on Prozac and 
Ritalin, per the request of Dr. 
Lennon. 
"The entire process should 
take about six minutes and 
nine seconds. Any longer, and 
the students must charge 
themselves extra." 
Redfern will plan to expand 
a drive-through pharmacy 
within the year. This will ben- 
efit the .j^mmuter students 
who are in a hurry and don'i 
want to take the time to leave 
their cars. 
"We are here to serve," says 
Dr. XXX, "and we hope the 
students will appreciate the 
new service." 
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Classic Photography Inc. 
has immediate openings for 
PHOTOGRAPHERS 
$6 to $9 Per Hour 
Part-time weekends and evenings. 
Transportation a must. 
Underclassmen preferred. 
Call 885-0036 
for appointment 1 
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Distinctive 
Southern Lodging 
and Dining 
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Only 3 miles fronrClemson, 
in historic Petuife'toii, SC 
646-750C or 1-800-643-7944 
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April 6-8. from 9 a.m.-4:30 
Cash in on some of the best bargains 
of the year at the CU Bookstore. 
■ Prices are slashed up to 50% on selected 
clothing and gift items. 
■ Super sale on surplus text and trade books! 
Priced from 50< to $4 (valued at $ 15 to $75.) 
Other Spring Specials: 
■Balloon Burst Giveaway 
■Enjoy music all day 
■FREE popcorn! 
■FREE Schick Razors while supplies last (one per person). 
DON'T FORGET: Book buy back is May 2-7. 
SCLEMSON 
D,N,NG SERVICE 
& HOT DOGS on the Grill. 
Featured by: Clemson Dining Service. 
Hot Wings 
Challenge 3 
Wednesday, April 6, 1 1:30 a.m.-2 p.m. 
Object: Eat all the hot wings you can in 1 minute. 
Obstacle: 4 other fierce competitors 
Reward: Special Prize compliments of CU Bookstore 
Sponsored by Charlie T's Original Buffalo Wings & Suds 
A+ Rents Bed Race 
Thursday, April 7, 1 1 a.m.-2 p.m. 
107.3 JAMZ Radio Remote 
Friday, April 8, 12 a.m.-2 p.m. 
Baseball Card 
Collectors Day 
Friday, April 8, 9 a.m.-4:30 p.m. 
Professional & Amateur Collectors 
will be present! 
Come prepared to buy, sell or trade! 
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COMPACT DISCS AND TAPES 
ROCK»COUNTRY»JAZZ«SOUL»CLASSICAL 
PINKFL®YD 
YOU HAVE SHOIII-PTHE PINK FLOYD AIRSHIP 
DO NOT BE ALARMED 
PINK FLOYD TICKET 
GIVE-AWAY 
COME IN AND REGISTER 
THE DIVISION BELL 
ON SALE APRIL 5 
OPEN: MON-FRI 10 to 8 • SAT 10 to 6 • SUN 1:30 to 6 
200 VICTORIA SQUARE 
(518 COLLEGE AVENUE) 
654-4041 
What's happening 
with the Honor 
Code? 
How does this affect 
me as an Engineer? 
Professional Ethics: 
Why all the fuss? 
The College of Engineering Honor 
Code Committee is sponsoring 
several seminars over the next few 
weeks to offer students and faculty 
an opportunity to think about these 
issues, ask questions, and obtain 
information on the Honor Code, as 
it now stands. If you are interested 
in any of the following seminars, 
give the contact a call to get 
sopecifics on times and locations. 
Seminal Dppt      Dafp     Pnntart Phonn# 
Informational Session on the CoE Honor Code ESE 3/30 Andrew Sowder 656-1530 
Informational Session on the CoE Honor Code ChE 4/11 Sofia Wong 653-8756 
Informational Session on the CoE Honor Code CrE 4/11 John Clayton 858-4292 
The Mediacl Device Industry - Case Studies BioE 4/12 Jennifer Rohr 656-5554 
Ethics in the Engineering Workplace CE 4/19 Lois Williamson 656-3000 
Prcs. Clinton visits CU 
by Elvino M. Mendonca Jr. 
staff writer 
Inasurprise announcement 
today, President Bill Clinton 
indicated that he would be the 
speaker at the dedication of 
the new Holistic Medicine 
Clinic to open here at Clem- 
son in the Spring of 1995. 
President Clinton stated, 
"The preventative aspects of 
and alternative types of medi- 
cine which will be promoted 
by the new center serve as one 
of the cornerstones of the 
health care package which I 
am trying to get the Congress 
to pass." 
The Holistic Medicine 
Clinic will offer students the 
ability to receive new and var- 
ied techniques to treat not only 
their physical ills but also their 
psychic needs as well. These 
techniques will range from the 
ancient science of acupunc- 
ture to the more recent psy- 
chic healing and aura cleans- 
ing. 
Although the proposed 
Clinic has run into strong op- 
position here in South Caro- 
lina, around the nation the 
move is being applauded by 
such luminaries as Yoko Ono, 
Shirley McLaine (and various 
deceased celebrities she has 
channeled), Jessejackson, and 
Charles Manson who wishes 
to be one of the first patients 
in the aura cleansing wing. 
He is vying for this honor 
with David Duke and Ross 
Perot. 
Perot feels he deserves to 
have the honor because he has 
"sustained certain mental scars 
from the recent Presidential 
campaign which have created 
a very negative aura. I have 
been unable to reverse this 
stressful situation." 
President Clinton himself 
has professed a willingness to 
undergo treatment for his 
hamburger fetish, stating 
"Conventional treatments 
have not been very successful. 
I have heard that acupuncture 
might be able to help with my 
addiction." 
This may not be the only 
treatment he would seek here 
as he went further to state that 
"All this battering I've been 
taking on the Whitewater af- 
fair is beginning to take its 
toll. 
"I would be willing to un- 
dergo an aura massage (an- 
other treatment to be avail- 
able at the Clinic) in the hope 
that it would help reestablish 
my self-confidence and forth- 
rightness." 
President Clinton's an- 
nouncement came at a time 
when many Congressional in- 
siders give his Health Care 
Reform Plan little chance of 
passing. 
Noting that many of these 
New Age remedies have no 
proven track record, they see 
that aspect of the plan being 
pared down if not being com- 
pletely taken out. 
By choosing to speak at the 
dedication of the Holistic 
Medicine Clinic, and by ex- 
pressing a willingness to un- 
dergo some treatment at the 
Clinic, President Clinton is 
sending the clear message that 
he believes that part of his 
reform proposal to be vital to 
the overall reform of the health 
care industry. 
During his announcement, 
he stated that "The skyrocket- 
ing costs of health care in this 
country must be reversed. If 
this is to be done, while ex- 
tending coverage to all Ameri- 
cans, all avenues which hold 
any hope of achieving these 
goals must be tried." 
The dedication ceremony 
should prove to be quite an 
event as Dr. Kevorkian well be 
on hand to demonstrate his 
latest therapies to any who 
wishes to volunteer once the 
President has been ushered 
into the Clinic to begin his 
treatment. 
7/7 
Calling all 
Baseball Card Collectors! 
The CU Bookstore will hold a Baseball Card 
Collector's Day during Spring Fling, April 6-8. 
Professionals & Amateurs Welcome! 
• Sign up at the Bookstore Refund Desk by April 1. 
• Must provide own table (tables are available 
for rent at the University Union for $4.) 
• Limited space is available. 
• Call David Morris at 656-2050 
for more information. 3CQE 
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Make a differ- 
ence, come write 
for the Tiger. 
Meetings are 
held every Sun- 
day at 8:00 on 
the 9th floor of 
the Union. 
Last call 
at Edgar's 
by D. Linsey Wisdom 
interim features editor 
Edgar's, the University's 
on campus bar, will no 
longer be serving any al- 
cohol. The Board of Trust- 
ees refused to let Edgar's 
continue its practices af- 
ter the 1993-94 school 
year. 
Edgar's will not be shut- 
ting its doors to Clemson 
students. Instead, plans 
are being made to convert 
it into a health bar. 
Fruitjuices, yogurt and 
low-fat snacks will be the 
new menu at Edgar's. 
To go along with the 
health theme, Edgar's will 
also become a "No Smok- 
ing" establishment. 
Bands and other forms 
of entertainment will still 
be offered for students. 
Now, however, instead of 
drinking out of a frosty 
mug, customers will be sip- 
ping out of an Evian bottle. 
The change does not 
come as to much of a sur- 
prise. Lately their has been 
a lot of controversy as to 
whether or not it is accept- 
able for a campus estab- 
lishment to serve alcohol. 
Their has also been talk 
of converting the area that 
used to be Lindsey's into a 
wight room. 
"It  is  important  for 
Clemson students to have i 
the opportunity to take 
care of themselves on cam- 
pus," states Todd Duke. 
"Edgar's provides the 
perfect facility for this. It 
is a great location on 
campu and has a good 
reputation woth the stu- 
dents on campus." 
Students seem upset 
with the conversion of 
Edgar's. 
Rob King, a frequenter 
of the bar, stated that 
"students are loosing a 
good place to have fun 
without worring about 
their safety. We didn't have 
to get in our cars after 
drinking, and we were 
right on campus." 
Rebecca Sanders ex- 
pressed similar concerns 
about the new plans for 
the bar. "I don't know, it 
just doesn't seem the same 
to sit back and listen to 
one of the locals while I'm 
eating granola and wash- 
ing it down with apple 
juice." 
Prospects are still high 
for the new conversion of 
Edgars. Changes will go 
into effect with the open- 
ing of summer school. 
Until then Edgar's will con- 
tinue operations as usual. 
Make-up daze 
"based on a wonderful idea," 
but was, at the same time, 
"badly scheduled." 
Schaffer states, "Neither the 
students or faculty will be in 
the mindset at that time to 
continue classes. Perhaps one 
of the days should have been 
scheduled at some other time, 
like spring break." 
Student Body President- 
elect Scott Turner calls the 
decision a " rash waste of time 
and University funds. It also 
puts unnecessary pressure on 
already swamped students and 
faculty alike." 
According to the release by 
Reel, the scheduling of the 
BECOME A 
STUDENT 
MARKETING 
MANAGER 
Outgoing, goal-oriented 
student needed for marketing 
position. Learn management 
skills and marketing strate- 
gies while implementing on- 
campus promotions. 
* Excellent pay 
* Flexible hours 
* All work on campus 
* For the 1994-95 
school year 
* Expense paid training 
conference 
ON-CAMPUS INTERVIEW 
Monday, April 4,1994 
Sign up in the Career Center, 
806 University Union 
continued from 1 
days will cause no alteration in 
exams or graduation. Class 
meetings that occur during 
these days are left to the ulti- 
mate decision of the individual 
teachers and must be an- 
nounced for two class meet- 
ing prior to the make-up date. 
Students coming to cam- 
pus on Sat. are asked to park 
as if it were a normal weekday 
to prevent cramming of fac- 
ulty and employee spaces 
needed for those teachers that 
must also be on campus. 
Campus police have been 
notified of the situation and 
do intend to enforce normal, 
weekday parking regulations. 
S|IIi#llii will!!! 
file photo 
The ice storm which hit Clemson earlier this 
semester, causing class cancellations, wreaks 
even greater havoc. Students will be forced to 
attend extra days at the end of the semester. 
A Student Community 
2 bedroom/2 bath • Completely furnished 
Washer and dryer in each unit       • Special 2 tenant leases 
Shuttle bus and swimming pool    • Summer session rentals 
■I 
FALL '94 SEMESTER LEASES NOW AVAILABLE 
Call Greg and reserve the apartment of your choice 
654-3263 
Final Clearance Sale on all Fall Merchandise 
50% Off all remaining stock 
Example of savings: 
Retail Everyday Clearance 
Silk shirts $44 $12.99 $6.50 
Stirrup pants $40 $12.00 *       $6.00 
Hand knit sweaters   $110 ^^    $22.00 $11.50 
Lots of spring merchandise arriving 60-70% off retail everyday. All from famous mall 
department stores and catalog companies. 
366 College Ave. 
(Downtown Clemson) 
654-6752 
1019 Tiger Blvd. 
Winn-Dixie Plaza 
Clemson, 654-0016 
Women's Plus Size 
523 N. Main St. 
1 Block Past Osteen Theatre 
Corner of Calhoun & Main 
Anderson, 231-0074 
»MuwtiMu»l«HlimninniTiimr™B","miw^^ —" ■—»—-■■■■"■■■"■"»-■■ ■■^.MMMm««ma«Mmm.m^^ 
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Call for all your Carolina Cup 
needs... 
Easter Sunday is this week! 
Call for specials. 
Open Sunday 12-4...Stop by! 
654-8600 110-2 Calhoun St., Clemson 
%t\e % er April 1,1994 
REALTY 
400-4 College A 
Clemson SC 291 
(803)654-001 
Office & Hon 
(803) 654-0080 FA^ 
YORK BRANNO< 
SALES & ASSOCI. 
LANA S. CA 
Broker- in- Cl 
Walking Vmance 
fwm Campus 
ShonecKesr Apr. 
Nw taking Apphcarwns 
2md 3 V>ednooms 
furnished 
"and UnTimmshed 
$500 and Up 
^^mrnal Hear & Am 
Student leaders list goals 
by Natasha Page 
staff writer 
The State of the University 
congratulated the new presi- 
dent Scott Turner and the new 
vice-president Trey Duhose on 
their candidacy. The State 
also asked the new candidates 
to address their thoughts 
about the run-off election and 
their ideas for the upcoming 
year to the students. 
Trey Dubose, vice- 
president-elect, hopes 
to end teacher 
evaluations. 
A meeting was held early 
this week so that those who 
wanted to know more about 
the candidates' views could 
come and ask any questions. 
Turner and Dubose were ea- 
ger to talk to the students, and 
the students were astonished 
at their statements 
One of Turner's main goals 
as the new president is to 
implement a 4-day class week 
of classes so that students will 
be able to enjoy a 3-day week- 
end. Turner also wants to 
have more parking established 
for students and less parking 
for teachers. He also states 
that he wants unexcused ab- 
sences to be extended to a 
two-week period. 
Turner's strategy for get- 
ting votes for the election was 
interesting. He promised stu- 
dents free food and activities. 
This helped him a lot in win- 
ning the election. 
Turner says that the ten- 
sion was very difficult for him, 
and so he had to take a few 
days off and skipped town with- 
out anyone knowing his where- 
abouts. 
'''•".""xiTTTi 
EASTER BUFFETS 
Students, Faculty, & Staff 
Come Celebrate Easter 
with us at 
Harcombe Food Court 
& 
Clemson House Dining Room 
Harcombe Food £otirt 
.,:r;\i:|#l^; April' 3 Q|| 
Clemson House 
Sunday, April 3 
,11:00 a» 4;1:30 pm 
Scott Turner, student 
body president-elect, 
hopes to end Fri. 
classes 
Dubose, the new vice-presi- 
dent, not only wants to con- 
tinue the activities that he and 
other members of Student 
Government worked on within 
the past year, but he also wants 
to limit the organizations that 
are on campus and being a 
member of a fraternity him- 
self, he wants to have more 
fraternities established. 
In addition, Dubose wants 
to get rid of teacher evalua- 
tions and have students write 
suggestions for the professors 
that they want to have fired. 
Dubose did a lot of adver- 
tising, and he admits that he 
owes it all to himself for win- 
ning the election. 
Former President Martin 
Driggers does not approve of 
Turner's presidency. He feels 
that he's done a terrific job, 
which will be much more than 
Turner will ever be able to do 
for the Student Body. How- 
ever, he did remark that 
Turner's idea about the 4-day 
class week was excellent. 
Former Vice-President 
Ashley Cooper, says that he 
feels that Trey will do very well 
as Student Body vice-president 
as long as he knows when to 
party and when not to party. 
Many students were thrilled 
at Turner and Dubose's ideas. 
In fact, some of them felt that 
justice will soon be done. 
Lennons 
to stay 
 continued from 1 
CU News Services issued a 
press release instructing all 
future news stories to include 
her maiden name, so she will 
be known as Ruth Rodham 
Lennon. 
"We think Max may have 
known that we were talking to 
Ruth about taking over," said 
the source. "During that news 
conference, he said, 'Ruth and 
I...' several times, but with a 
hint of bitterness. She assures 
us she hasn't said anything to 
him, but there is some tension 
there." 
Max Lennon could also not 
be reached for comment, but 
the official said, "He's not at 
all happy that she might be 
taking his post. It's just a ru- 
mor, but I've heard he's sleep- 
ing on the couch now." 
The official also said there 
are several other former Clem- 
son employees being consid- 
ered for the position, includ- 
ing former football coach Ken 
Hatfield and recently resigned 
basketball coach Cliff Ellis. 
_J 
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Concert 
cancelled 
continued from 1 
an ultrasonic resonance 
that weakened the alumi- 
num scaffolding under- 
neath them. 
The military has declared 
the new sub-woofer tech- 
nology top secret and has 
placed a gag order on press 
releases about the accident. 
The Tiger learned of the 
accident through word-of- 
mouth reports. These re- 
ports are not completely 
reliable, but probably con- 
tain some element of the 
truth. 
Sub-woofer technology 
and ultra-low frequency 
sound have had military ap- 
plications for years, but only 
recently have gained popu- 
larity among musicians. 
Although no member of 
Pink Floyd experienced 
bodily injury during the ac- 
cident, several were hospi- 
talized due to the extreme 
psychological stress of the 
accident. Band member 
Nick Mason was overheard 
saying that he was happy to 
let the military have the 
speakers, and said that Pink 
Floyd will return to its 
acoustic days. No date has 
been set for the release of 
this "unplugged" album. 
David Gilmour, guitarist 
and singer for the band, 
was also hospitalized, but 
no injuries were reported. 
Apparently, amidst alter- 
nating periods of sobbing 
and curling into a fetal po- 
sition, he was heard saying 
that the cancellation of the 
concert didn't really mat- 
ter since cows could really 
understand Pink Floyd any- 
way. When Gilmour was 
reminded that many psy- 
chedelic music concerts (in- 
cluding Woodstock) were 
held in or around farming 
communities, the guitarist 
again curled into a fetal 
position and wept uncon- 
trollably for hours. 
As mentioned before, pa- 
trons will not have to ex- 
change tickets and no re- 
funds will be given as alter- 
nate entertainment will be 
provided on the May 12 
concert date. No official 
announcements have been 
made as to who will replace 
Pink Floyd, but word has 
leaked out concerning sev- 
eral bands that may replace 
them. Among those hinted 
as being contracted for the 
show are Iron Maiden, 
David Lee Roth, Motley 
Crue, and Oliver Loaf and 
the Pimentones. 
David Lee Roth, who was 
recently arrested in New 
York City for attempting to 
buy $10 worth of illegal 
drugs in Central Park, as- 
sured the Tiger that he 
would be free from incar- 
ceration in time for the 
show. When told that he 
might play with Oliver Loaf, 
he reportedly jumped up 
and down and then curled 
into a fetal position. 
An official announce- 
ment as to the real replace- 
ment for Pink Floyd will 
hopefully be made in the 
next few weeks. 
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INTRODUCTION 
ACCESS 
PHASE-IN OF 
INITIAL ACCESS 
ADVISING 
MATERIALS 
CHANGING 
MAJORS 
EARLY REGISTRATION 
BEGINS APRIL 1994 
Beginning on April 11, 1994 students can register early for the 1994 summer and fall 
terms at terminals connected to the University mainframe computer. Personal 
computers with a modem can also be used for dial-up access. The system gives an 
immediate response as to whether or not a seat in a requested class has been reserved. 
Students can use the on-line system to make schedule changes as often as they like 
until early registration ends May 12 for first summer session, June 23 for second 
summer session, and August 10 for fall semester. Traditional registration forms will 
be used during walk-thru registration at the beginning of each term for students still 
needing to enroll in courses, make schedule changes, clear registration restrictions, 
or pay fees. Early registration is limited to 19 credits (15 if GPR is less than 2.0). 
Entrance to on-line registration is based on the student's classification and is 
controlled by specific windows of access. Students cannot register earlier than their 
access window date and time. However, once their window opens, they have access 
until August 10. Classification is established for all students on March 11, 1994, and it 
is based on the number of credits earned plus enrolled credits in the 1994 spring 
semester. Classification for new transfer students is based on transfer credits posted 
to the academic record as of March 11 plus enrolled credits in the 1994 spring semester. 
Students can use Student Information Services at a computer terminal to view their 
academic records and verify their classification. Freshmen have a total of 0-29 
credits, sophomores 30-59, juniors 60-94, and seniors 95 and above. 
Classification Opening Access Date 
Graduates    and    Disabled    Monday, April 11 
Seniors, Honors, and Student Athletes... Tuesday and Wednesday, April 12, 13 
Juniors  "  Thursday and Saturday, April 14, 16 
Sophomores Sunday and Monday, April 17, 18 
Freshmen , Wednesday and Thursday, April 20, 21 
When an access window first opens, student numbers (social security numbers) will 
be phased in at one hour intervals. The phase-in is keyed to the last digit of the student 
number.  The timetable for initial access is shown below. . 
TIMETABLE FOR INITIAL ACCESS TO ON-LINE REGISTRATION 
Last Digit 
of 
Student No. 
Graduate 
& 
Disabled 
Senior*, Honors 
& Student 
Athletes 
Junior* Sophomore* Freshman 
7 
Mon. Apr. 11 
5:00 p.m. 
Tues. Apr. 12 
5:00 p.m. 
Thurs. Apr. 14 
5:00 p.m. 
Sun. Apr. 17 
2:00 p.m. 
Wed. Apr. 20 
5:00 p.m. 
8 5:00 p.m. 6:00 p.m. 6:00 p.m. 3:00 p.m. 6:00 p.m. 
*t 6:00 p.m. 7:00 p.m. 7:00 p.m. 4:00 p.m. 7:00 p.m. 
0 6:00 p.m. 8:00 p.m. 8:00 p.m. 5:00 p.m. 8:00 p.m. 
1 7:00 p.m. 9:00 p.m. 9:00 p.m. 6:00 p.m. 9:00 p.m. 
2 7:00 p.m. 
Wed. Apr. 13 
5:00 p.m. 
**Sat. Apr. 16 
12 Noon 
Mon. Apr. 18 
5:00 p.m. 
Thurs. Apr. 21 
5:00 p.m. 
3 8:00 p.m. 6:00 p.m. 1:00 p.m. 6:00 p.m. 6:00 p.m. 
4 8:00 p.m. 7:00 p.m. 2:00 p.m. 7:00 p.m. 7:00 p.m. 
5 9:00 p.m. 8:00 p.m. 3:00 p.m. 8:00 p.m. 8:00 p.m. 
6 9:00 p.m. 9:00 p.m. 4:00 p.m. 9:00 p.m. 9:00 p.m. 
♦Classification is established for all students on March 11, 1994 and it is determined 
by credit hours earned plus current enrolled hours. 
**Friday was not used because most computer labs are not accessible after 6 p.m. 
Advising procedures vary among academic departments. Watch for special 
instructions about advising. General University guidelines indicate advising for 
early registration should occur April 6-20. 
Individual degree progress reports, early registration schedule cards, and early 
registration instruction sheets will be in the student's major department by March 31. 
The 1994 Summer/Fall Schedule Booklets will be available at the Student Union by 
April 4. Students' degree progress reports are available year-round at computer 
terminals for viewing on-line via Student Information Services (SIS), and the 
schedule booklet can be viewed on-line via SIS beginning March 14. The student 
instruction sheet shows the location of terminals and the hours they are available for 
early registration. 
Students planning to change majors should do so by March 10. Change-of-Major 
forms are available in the Student Records Office, 104 Sikes Hall. If form is turned in 
after March 10, ask for special instructions in Student Records. 
ON-LINE REGISTRATION PROCESS 
STEP! 
STEP2 
Schedule a visit with an advisor as early as possible. Record course requests on the 
two-part early registration card. Have advisor sign the department copy and retain it. 
Keep the student copy for use when entering course requests. The advising number 
printed on the early registration schedule card is needed when registering on-line. 
If you need assistance in knowing your computer ID and computer password, go to the 
Help Desk in the R. F. Poole Agricultural Center.  You must show a picture ID. 
After your access window opens, go to a terminal in one of the computer labs listed on 
the student instruction sheet available from your major department. Select Student 
Information Services (SIS) from the initial menu screen. Then select the On-Line , 
Registration System and follow instructions. Students with personal computers and 
modems may access the system by dialing 656-4804. Call Help Desk at 656-3494 if 
assistance with dial-up access is needed. 
STEP 3 
mmmmmm mmmmmm 
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The Union: 
Edgar's Entertainment 
Committee 
Edgar's Nightclub 
April Schedule 
Thurs., April 7      6-String Drag w/The Push 
Wed., April 13 
9p.m. $2 
West-East AIDS Benefit Concert    9p.m. 
W/Go Figures & 6-String Drag 
Donations requested! All donations to go towards A.I.D.S- research 
and education. Co-sponsored with West-East Clemson U Planning 
Committee. 
Fri., April 15 State of Disorder 10p.m. $3 
April Movie Blowout 
with: 
April 1 & 2 Pink Floyd The Wall 
midnight $2 
Concert Ticket Giveaway - 2 per show 
s\1     co-sponsor: TigerPaw Productions 
T,\>£ & April 3 Sleeping With The Enemy 
a&>* 7 & 9:15 pm $1 
April 8&9 The Fisher King 
%T-      midnight $2 
ADHI 10 The World According To Garp 
7 & 9:15 pm $1 
COFFEEHOUSE SERIES EVENT  
Tues., April 19       Selected Hilarity 9p.m. $2 
This five member group blends stand-up, improvisation, skits, and 
music into a clever, fast paced show that never lets down. Unique, 
offbeat, and always amusing, Selected Hilarity will delight anyone 
who loves to laugh. 
Thurs., April 21 
Fri., April 22 
Fri., April 29 
Anagram 
Sunbrain 
Red Letter Day 
10p.m. $3 
10p.m. $3 
10p.m. $3 
For more information contact The Union at 656-5827. 
N^V^ with: April 15&16 Heavy Metal. 
midnight $2 
April 17 Bachelor Party 
7 & 9:15 pm $1 
with: 
April 22&23 Blazing Saddles 
midnight $2 
April 24 Spaceballs 
7 & 9:15 pm $1 
with: 
April 29 &30 Fritz the Cat 
midnight $2 
May 1  The Secret of Nimh 
7 & 9:15 pm $1 
./I usni e)i 
,(:      no 
April Short Courses 
learn something Fun! 
class 
Bridal Bargain Tips 
International Cooking 
Beginning Golf 
Common Sense Self-Defense 
Bartending 
Ballroom Dance 
Country Line Dance 
Shagging 
Community First Aid & CPR 
European Travel Tips 
deadline 
April 1 
April 1 
April 1 
April 6 
April 7 
April 10 
April 10 
April 10 
April 12 
April 27 
Sign up at the Union Information/Ticketing Services Desk. 
For more information, call 656-2461. 
Visa, Mastercard, and Tigerstripe accepted. 
Sponsored by the Union Short Course Committee and Campus Recreation 
©^ 
African American Unity Weekend 
April 1416, 1994 
this years events include: 
7<5e 'ReffAe. 4outuU oj Apstil 14 ai 9 pm in Sdpv.'d 
'KivuUead. Soul 
ck 
FREE 70*s Mouie 
Annual Cookout 
Midnite in the Y theater 
beginning  at 1 prn April 16 
on Baujman Field 
Coming Soon from Outdoor 
Recreation... 
April 9 - Trip to Six Flags $25 
April 16 - Trip to Riverbanks Zoo $6 
% April 23 - White Water Rafting $28^* 
; v?   April 30 - Festival of Flowers $1.8V| 
5 Sign'up now at the information desk!^ 
=0 
Tiger Fact 
Sharone Wright's 4.0 
GPR last semester was the 
first for a Clemson basket- 
ball player since 1945, when 
all students were given a 
4.0 in celebration of the 
victory in World War II. 
$rts Inside Sports -Jordan to enrole at CU - Barr named to Dream Team - PCB's affect crew team's health - Ellis sees Magic in future - Tigers get star recruit - Aldridge really USC spy 
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Suffering 
like USC 
Mike Burns 
sports editor 
. , .   .. . 
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We always assume it will be the 
other guy and not us. Few people 
lost more respect for Bobby Cremins 
than I did when he committed to 
USC, then backed out. But now that 
Rick Barnes has reneged on his com- 
mitment to Clemson, I know ex- 
actly how USC must have felt. 
Naturally, we assume only a 
screwy program like South 
Carolina's could have such a freak- 
ish thing happen, but for once we 
have to face the fact that it was not 
"the other guy" this time. It was us! 
First, we have to deal with the 
pain: Why did he leave? Are we not 
good enough? 
Barnes' action will leave its mark 
on this University for some time to 
come, but the hurt and 
embarassment will pass with time. 
One day we will be able to look back 
and not cringe with pain. 
Then we must deal with the an- 
ger: How dare he? Has he no class? 
I know Gamecock fans that still 
detest Bobby Cremins enough to 
harass his mother to tears. How- 
ever, we cannot let our anger get the 
best of us. We should be upset, but 
we have to keep our heads. 
Finally, we must answer the big- 
gest question of all: Who will we get 
now? 
USC rebounded gracefully from 
Cremin's jilting. South Carolina at- 
tracted a successful and respected 
coach in Eddie Fogler. We can only 
hope for the fortune they found. 
Bobby Robinson and company 
must now pick up the pieces and 
continue the search. Dick Vitale ap- 
pears to be a Robinson favorite, but 
the credentials of Butch Estes can't 
be ignored. Rumor has it Magic 
Johnson isn't very happy in Los An- 
geles. 
However, the key will be the same 
for whoever comes. Whether it's 
Dick, Butch, or Magic, Clemson 
Basketball needs new life! We need 
only pray Rick Barnes hasn't killed 
what life was left. 
Both Cremins and Barnes credit 
their confusion to the conflict of 
wanting to come back close to home 
and staying where their friends are 
and their roots have grown. For 
Cremins, USC was his alma mater. 
For Barnes, Clemson is only 100 
miles from where he grew up. 
For both USC and Clemson, how- 
ever, Cremins and Barnes are sim- 
ply warts that deface the beauty of 
their athletic pride and tradition. 
His deception will be hard to 
overcome, but if Clemson Basket- 
ball is to rise, the actions of one evif* 
man cannot hold it down. 
Barnes 
reneges 
by Lou Potenza 
staff writer 
In a shocking move Wednesday, 
Clemson head basketball coach Rick 
Barnes backed out of his five-year 
contract, choosing to return to 
Providence College, eight days af- 
ter accepting the job. 
At a hastily called press confer- 
ence, Barnes compared his situa- 
tion to that of Georgia Tech head 
coach Bobby Cremins. 
"It's kind of strange when you 
look at it," said Barnes when asked 
about the similarities. 
"He won his tournament cham- 
pionship, upsetting the No. 1 seed 
(North Carolina) and then decided 
to return to his alma mater. We 
(Providence) won the Big East, up- 
setting UConn along the way and 
then I felt compelled to return to 
somewhere close to my home." 
Barnes is from Hickory, N.C. 
which is approximately 100 miles 
from Clemson. 
"After—talking it over with my 
family and friends, I've decided that 
Providence is where I would like to 
stay," stated Barnes. 
Clemson Athletic Director Bobby 
see BARNES, page 16 
file photo 
Coach Rick Barnes at a recent press conference 
announcing his return to Providence College. 
Henson to wrestle for WWA belt 
by Billy Ebner 
staff writer 
Can you imagine a 120 pound man 
wrestling a 630 pound man? Well be- 
lieve it, because it's going to happen 
tomorrow night in Littlejohn Coliseum 
as a part of Wrestle Fest '94. 
Sam "Bam" Henson will go up 
against Yokozuna, the Japanese giant. 
This will be Henson's first pro match 
since getting 71 straightvictoriesasan 
amateur. Henson weighs in at 120 
pounds and is only 5' 3" tall. The 
match between Henson and Yokozuna 
will be a title match as well as the main 
event of Wrestle Fest '94. 
Henson spent most of his amateur 
career at Clemson University in South 
Carolina. After winning the 118-pound 
division national championship two 
years in a row, the "Bam" man believes 
he is ready for the pros. His only 
request was to wrestle his first profes- 
sional match in Clemson's own 
Littlejohn Coliseum. 
Henson said, "I just want to go out 
there, wrestle, and give it my best shot. 
Wrestling Yokozuna will be a big chal- 
lenge, but I am up to the task." 
On the other hand, Yokozuna has 
99 straight victories ^s a professional 
and has reigned as World Wrestling 
Association champ for over two years. 
Yokozuna weighs in at an incredible 
630 pounds and is 6' 7" tall. His favor- 
ite move is tojump off the second rope 
landing on the man's chest, while yell- 
courtesy of iports information 
Henson raises his hands in triumph after one of his 
amateur victories as a Clemson wrestler. Will he taste the 
same sweet success in the WWA? 
ing the word "Banzai." The Japanese 
giant has put seven people in the hos- 
pital because of this punishing maneu- 
ver. 
Yokozuna said, "I will destroy the 
Bam man. I am going to squash this 
American like a bug. Banzai!" 
Odds makers have Henson as a 1000 
to 1 underdog. Many people believe 
that Yokozuna will crush Henson. On 
the other hand, others believe that 
I lenson's speed and agility could give 
him an advantage over the 630-pound 
Yokozuna. 
Some of the World Wrestling Asso- 
ciation wrestlers also believe that 
Henson has a very good chance of 
giving Yokozuna a run for his money. 
Razor Ramon said, "This chico has 
a lot of machismo. I believe that he will 
put that Japanese chico right down on 
his fat behind. Yokozuna has no ma- 
chismo." 
Hulk Hogan, the former World 
Wrestling Association champion, said, 
"Let me tell you man, this rookie has a 
lot of potential! If anyone can upset 
Yokozuna, it would be the Bam man." 
see HENSON, page 16 
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Jordan fails with Sox, catches on with CU 
by Scott Drayton 
staff writer 
After weeks of speculation, 
Michael Jordan has silenced 
the rumors. Upset over his 
lackluster performance in the 
White Sox's spring training 
camp, Jordan has elected to 
use his remaining year of col- 
legiate eligibility to hone his 
baseball skills. Sources 
miorme&TheTiger late Thurs- 
day evening of Jordan's en- 
rollment at Clemson Univer- 
sity. 
Clemson's Athletic Direc- 
tor, Bobby Robinson, has se- 
cretly been putting together 
this deal bringing Jordan to 
the Tigers' baseball team for 
the remainder of the season. 
Until now, Robinson had been 
able to keep a lid on the situa- 
tion. He was hoping to wait 
untiljordan's first official prac- 
tice sometime next week. But 
now,Jordan and Robinson are 
expected to call a press con- 
ference by mid-day Friday. 
Apparently, the toughest 
decision involved was Jordan's 
choice of CU over North Caro- 
lina. Jordan believes 
Clemson's baseball program 
is much more attractive than 
UNC's. Believing that coach 
Jack Leggett is the ideal 
teacher, Jordan feels Leggett 
is the man to work on his 
hitting and fielding. 
"I almost came to Clemson 
out of high school," Jordan 
said. "UNC has a lot of dorks 
anyway!" 
Jordan feels he will instantly 
be able to contribute to 
Clemson's baseball squad, 
which already features two- 
sport stars in Dexter McCleon, 
Andre Humphrey, Rayfield 
Ragland, and Jeff Suave. He is 
also confident the work will 
give him an edge going into 
next year's spring training. 
The Tiger also has reason to 
believe the construction 
aroundjervey Athletic Center 
is not for expansion to the 
facility, as reported. Rather, it 
is for the expansion of Tiger 
Field and additional parking 
in expectation of Jordan's ar- 
rival. Tiger Field, which now 
can hold close to 3,500 people, 
will eventually seat 10,000. 
Robinson has started nation- 
wide IPTAY bake sales to pay 
for the expansion. 
Approximately 20,000 
people are expected for 
Jordan's first home game April 
5, against Georgia. Even 
though Tiger Field will be ex- 
panded and complete, 10,000 
will be forced to stand out- 
side, unable to see Jordan in a 
Tiger uniform. 
Preferring not to play minor league baseball, Jordan has enrolled 
Clemson so he can use his final year of college eligibility. 
file photo 
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Barr newest Dream Teamer 
by Jonathan Campbell 
staff writer 
"Down by one point with 
10 seconds left, Stockton 
knows he needs at least a two- 
pointer to win the gold. A 
glance to his left finds Barkley 
guarded by three Lithuanians. 
Quicker than one can say 
'Where's Jordan?,' a Stockton 
pass finds Jessica Barr and a 
reverse jam for two. The U.S. 
wins the gold! The U.S. wins 
the gold!" 
These thoughts might be 
going through the mind of 
Jessica Barr, Clemson basket- 
ball star and ACC player-of- 
the year, upon hearing her 
name selected to the '96 Olym- 
pic team. 
Barr, who averaged 20 
points a game in her senior 
year at Clemson, will probably 
be called on to play shooting 
guard for America's second 
Dream Team by coach Cliff 
Ellis. 
Sundry accolades have been 
bestowed upon Barr during 
an illustrious career at Clem- 
son. She is one of two in the 
ACC to be in the top six in 
scoring, rebounding, steals 
and field goal percentage. For 
her brilliant performance 
throughout the Hilton Head 
Tournament and against Penn 
State in the final game, Barr 
was named tournament MVP. 
Other honors include ACC 
Player of the week and All- 
Tournamrht-team at the 
UNLV Tournament. 
Barr has been chosen to the 
team, not only for her shoot- 
ing touch, but also for her 
rebounding. Although she 
lacks the size of many of the 
men, she can still pull down 
rebounds and also block shots. 
She led her team and ranked 
Tennis brawls endanger 
remaining CU matches 
Erik Martin/interim head photographer 
Jessica Barr, the first female Dream Teamer. 
third in the league in rebounds 
with 8.6 a game. Barr finished 
ninth in Clemson history with 
39 blocks. 
Barr also helped her team 
to a 18-8 record and a berth in 
the NCAA championship. Her 
college career came to an end 
with the loss to Tennessee last 
week. 
With that aside, Barr still 
has a couple years to practice 
for the Olympics. To help her 
prepare for international ball, 
former Olympian Larry Bird 
has taken her under his wing. 
Barr and Bird are working out 
in Jamaica five days a week in 
preparation for the debut of 
the first female Dream Team 
member. 
Joining Barr on the team 
will be Dominique Wilkins, 
Scottie Pippen, Karl Malone, 
and Charles Barkley. The '96 
Olympics in Atlanta should be 
a memorable one. And with 
Barr's help, a golden one. 
by Owen Driskill 
staff writer 
Clemson's men's and 
women's tennis teams are 
facing possible suspension 
pending the decision of an 
NCAA security task force. 
On March 27th, during 
the Lady Tigers' match with 
the University of Tennessee, 
both teams were involved in 
a bench clearing brawl which 
led to several injuries. 
According to video analy- 
sis, the scuffle started when 
Lady Tiger Boba Tzvetkova 
drilled an overhand shot di- 
rectly into the shoulder of 
her opponent. Feeling that 
the shot was intentional, 
Tennessee's player jumped 
the net, brandishing her 
racket like a baseball bat. As 
she chased Tzvetkova around 
the court, the rest of the 
teams cleared the benches in 
an effort to separate the two 
athletes. Yet, this attempt 
broke into another melee 
which lasted for approxi- 
mately ten minutes. 
Clemson's men's team, 
which was attending the 
match, rushed the court to 
break apart the mob. The 
Tennessee Lady Vols, how- 
ever, viscously attacked the 
men's squad, giving players 
Bas Wild and and Charly 
Rasheed deep cuts which 
required medical attention. 
Clemson's Lady Tigers then 
rushed the Lady Vols in or- 
der to rescue the men, and 
the brawl continued for an- 
other twenty minutes until 
local police arrivedandsepa- 
rated the two schools. 
Two umpires in addition 
to 16 atheletes had to be 
rushed to the hospital for 
cuts, while the crowd, which 
seemed to enjoy the inci- 
dent, quietly departed. Both 
teams continued trash-talk- 
ing until police threatened 
to arrest all athletes from 
both schools. 
Both the ACC and the 
NCAA formed emergency 
committees to deal with such 
an unprecedented event. 
The ACC committee called 
the brawl "the most grue- 
some display on a tennis 
court since John McEnroe's 
career." Clemson head 
coach Andy Johns ton stated 
that he felt his team should 
not be punished for attempt- 
ing to break apart the fight 
started by the Tennessee 
player. 
The NCAA may suspend 
both teams for several 
matches and possibly the 
NCAA tournament , but a 
decision is not expected un- 
til sometime next week. A 
special task force has been 
organized to determine ex- 
actly who threw punches, 
who left the bench, and 
whether or not the men's 
team should be punished for 
leaving the stands. Univer- 
sity of Tennessee athletic 
director Doug Dickey would 
not comment on the matter 
except to say that he believes 
this was an unfortunate inci- 
dent that could've been 
avoided had the atheletes 
used their heads. 
Clemson officials expect 
to hear from the task force 
by the end of the week. If 
action is taken, look for more 
fighting to break out. 
: 
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Aldridge suspected to be USC mole 
Former Gamecock assistant accused of football 
counterintelligence, espionage by CU official 
by Michael Burns 
sports editor 
An unidentified University 
official has cited assistant foot- 
ball coach Miles Aldridge in a 
report that accuses him of col- 
legiate espionage. 
Since January, various re- 
ports have been sent by the 
University of South Carolina 
to the NCAA regarding the 
alleged recruitment of a USC 
football player by Clemson 
University. Such recruitment 
would be in violation of NCAA 
regulations. All of these re- 
ports identify Aldridge to be 
the party in question. 
Aldridge allegedly at- 
tempted to recruit USC foot- 
ball player Robert Smith. 
Aldridge admits contact with 
Smith, but denies recruiting 
him. In any event, the situa- 
tion has warranted close in- 
vestigation into Clemson's 
football   program   by   the 
NCAA. 
This is apparently what has 
prompted the latest report 
filed by an unnamed official. 
The report maintains that 
Aldridge is a secret agent sent 
by USC to come to Clemson in 
order to infiltrate the football 
program and attract sharp 
scrutiny from the NCAA. 
Aldridge was a member of 
USC's staff last season, but he 
returned to Clemson to coach 
with Tommy West. His obvi- 
ous USC ties make him 
susceptable to such accusa- 
tions, but this latest report at- 
tempts to align him with ac- 
tions that would undoubtably 
confirm what Clemson has 
secretly feared for years. That 
is that USC has fully function- 
ing spies within Clemson Uni- 
versity. 
The NCAA plans to investi- 
gate all reports, but they warn 
of the difficulty of convicting 
someone of collegiate espio- 
nage. Any action taken should 
occur before the end of April. 
Both USC and Clemson Uni- 
versity admit there is no way 
to predict what action the 
NCAA may take. 
USC maintains they have 
no knowledge of spies. "If 
Aldridge is acting in USC's 
best interest, it is not by our 
instruction." one USC official 
said. "That would be in viola- 
tion of NCAA rules, and we in 
the SEC are above that." 
Whatever Aldridge's ac- 
tions, there is no questioning 
the gravity of these latest accu- 
sations. Aldridge, USC, and 
Clemson are waiting to hear 
from the NCAA. The fates of 
all parties will be evident when 
the NCAA releases its deci- 
sion next week. 
Clemson defensive 
coordinator Miles 
Aldridge 
courtesy of sports information 
Last-minute football 
schedule changes 
announced for T94 
by Geoff Wilson 
staff writer 
The Clemson football 
schedule for 1994 has under- 
gone some drastic changes, 
as Miami, Notre Dame and 
Texas A&M have beea#dded 
as non-conference opponents, replac- 
ing Furman and perennial rivals Geor- 
gia and South Carolina. 
According to a high-ranking ath- 
letic department advisor, new head 
coach Tommy West "went absolutely 
ballistic when he saw tire schedule. He 
said it was a p**** schedule, and he 
wanted to make it stronger." 
The advisor also said that West felt 
it would be best to removeThe Game- 
cocks because of the impending in- 
vestigation of the activities of defen- 
sive coordinator Miles Aldridge: 
"They probably know all our defen- 
sive schemes already." 
The sisters of Kappa Delta 
would like to congratulate the 
winners of the 2nd annual 
Shamrock Golf Classic! 
1st Place    KA 
2nd Place EOE 
3rd Place   EX 
Thanks to all the fraternities that 
participated in the tournament this 
year. All proceeds go to local & 
national councils for the prevention 
of child abuse. 
Great Job Guys!! 
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CLEMSON UNIVERSITY 
The Clemson University Women's 
Council invites you to attend a 
Networking Drop-In 
on 
Thursday, April 7,1994 
5-8 p.m. 
Alumni Center 
Bring a friend to this casual 
meeting 
to network 
with successful women alumni. 
Questions? 
Call Catherine at 656-2345 
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BARNES 
continued from 13 
Robinson said that a search 
for Barnes' replacement will 
begin immediately. 
Ex-coach Cliff Ellis has 
been named as a possible 
successor, but Robinson shed 
no light on the subject. 
"Cliff is available of course, 
and he knows the players 
and system, but right now 
I'm not sure Who we will in- 
terview." 
Barnes was the only candi- 
date interviewed. 
Cross-country runners 
take wrong course turn 
by Geoff Wilson 
staff writer 
After an investigation span- 
ning several months, The Ti- 
ger has learned that several 
members of the cross countiy 
team, during a meet last fall, 
took a wrong turn on their 
home course and were found 
several  miles  outside  near 
Ik 
PASTA 
PRIME RIB       STEAKS 
SEAFOOD 
GRILLED   CHICKEN SALADS 
MON. -THURS. 11:00AM-9:30PM 
FRI.-SAT. 11:00AM-10:30PM 
LOCATED   IN COLLEGE   PLACE MALL 
405 COLLEGE   A VE. 
CLEMSON.SC 
654-6982 
Toccoa, Ga. 
The runners, who will not 
be identified for security rea- 
sons, were apparently victim- 
ized by a prankster who, ac- 
cording to FBI records, sabo- 
taged several meets across the 
South. 
Apparently, the culprit 
switched the arrows on the 
course signs. "I didn't think the 
course was that long," said one 
of the victims. "But we learn 
just to block everything out 
while we run, so I didn't give it 
a second tiiought." 
Approximately ten other 
runners followed the incorrect 
path. Several collapsed on a 
bridge spanning Lake Hartwell 
and connecting South Carolina 
and Georgia. Three were hos- 
pitalized, but were relased later 
on their own recognizance. 
"A HEART-STOPPING, SPINE-CHILLING, ADRENALINE- 
PIMPING, RUN-FOR-YOUR-LIFE THRILLER!" 
JULIA ROBERTS DENZEL WASHINGTON 
"FAST MOVING. 
Julia Roberts and 
Den/el Washington 
make it shine." 
-Jinn Midin. hi MtlUItt TIMES 
"MAGiNETIC. 
Denzel Washington 
deserves Oscar 
consideration." 
■JrfCni( SLTTl SFCDMIPRDIW 
•'BRILLIANT. 
Julia Roberts arid Denzel 
Washington are riveting. 
The best suspense- 
mystery of the year!" 
-Julrc Pfimcr lYH iuDIO 
"ENORMOUS 
SUSPENSE. 
Two great stars 
make it fly." 
"POWERFUL:' 
JtfJm Lvonv 
SSE.U PRFYintVLiONS DL". RADIO 
"CLEVER. 
The movie delivers. 
Julia Roberts makes a 
wonderful heroine - 
warm, courageous, 
very beautiful."' 
■ Ro(tr fben. CHIUtf) STY TIMES 
|PG-13|«g5> PELICAN BRIEF 
Playing 
Thursday, 
Friday, and 
Saturday 
Shows at 
7:00 & 9:45 
Admission: 
ONLY $2 
Sunday 
Dollar Movie 
Midnite Movie 
Fit and Sat. 
PINK FLOYD: THE WALL 
Admission: $2.00 
2 Pink Floyd Concert tickets 
will be given away at each 
showing. 
Only 
$1 
file photo 
Clemson runners got lost during a fall meet. 
FOOTHILLS CRISIS PREGNANCY CENTER 
CONFIDENTIAL COUNSELING 
FREE PREGNANCY TESTING 
OFFICE AND AFTER HOUR 
APPOINTMENTS AVAILABLE 
ALSO OFFERING AIDS 
INFORMATION Children are. a uifc 
tftf.zJbrc(OJ 
(
p3d(m <270 
24 HOUR HOT LINE 
882-8796 
LOCATED CONVENIENTLY AT 206 N. FAIRPLAY ST., SENECA 
POSITIONS AVAILABLE 
The Wal-Mart in Seneca 
5 p.m.- Close &Weekends 
jobs available in the following dept. 
Sporting Goods 
Lawn & Garden 
Infants • Automotive 
Toy$ • Electronics • Shoes 
Health & Beauty Aids 
*Security Jobs (only 3rd shift) 
Please Pick Up Applications 
at the Service Desk 
885-0408 
****** 
EARN MORE IN A DAY 
****** 
THAN MOST PEOPLE EARN 
IN A WEEK 
GUARANTEED INCOME 
CALL NOW 
1-800-618-8554 
D.&K. ASSOC. 
HENSON 
continued from 13 
Ric Flair said, "I haven't seen 
anyone with so much poten- 
tial since my days as a young 
wrestler. Hertson will have to 
walk that aisle to face 
Yokozuna. My advice to him 
would be to make the match 
last as long as possible." 
Mean Gene Okerlund, an 
announcer for the World 
Wrestling Association, said, 
"Yokozuna is coming into this 
match very over confident. It 
is the perfect time for an upset 
to occur." 
Whether the upset occurs 
or not, don't miss the action 
tomorrow night in Littlejohn. 
APARTMENTS FOR RENT 
1 and 2 Bedrooms $295 to $495 
Swimming Pool»Tennis Court»Shuttle Service 
 Burton Properties 
9 Locations: 
Heritage Pointe     Old Central Road 
Heritage Station    Lindsey Road 
Vicksburg West Bank 
College Street       Wesley Street 
Village Green 
653-7717 
After hours 
654-3444 or 
654-2412 or 
657-2268 
Tickets for 
Sam "Bam" 
Henson's 
professional 
wrestling 
debut are 
available at 
the IPTAY 
ticket offices 
or by calling 
1-800- 
CLEMSON. 
Come out and 
support one of 
Clemson s 
finest against 
Yokozuno 
tomorrow 
night. 
i 
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Top recruit's 
future at CU 
still bright 
by Rob Graham 
staff writer 
Although newly hired Clem- 
son basketball coach Rick 
Barnes has reversed his deci- 
sion to coach at Clemson Uni- 
versity, one of his outstanding 
recruits has decided to remain 
with the Tigers. 
Felipe Yare, a 7-1 center 
out of Nassau, the Bahamas, 
originally made a verbal com- 
mitment to Providence, where 
Barnes left to coach Clemson. 
Upon hearing of Barnes' 
move, Yare changed his mind 
and decided to become a part 
of the Tiger basketball team. 
Now, even after Barnes has 
decided to return to Provi- 
dence, Yare stresses his devo- 
tion to the Tigers. 
Yare is only 17 years old 
and has been breaking basket- 
ball records in the Bahamas 
ever since he reached middle 
school. 
Just this past season, his 
senior season, he averaged 35 
points, 17 rebounds, eight 
blocked shots and five assists a 
game. Those numbers were 
tops of any high school senior 
in the United States, as well as 
tops in the world among col- 
lege basketball, the NBA, or 
any other organized profes- 
sional basketball league. 
This guy is all-world and as 
Dick Vitale would say, "A 
prime-time player!" 
He's led every middle 
school and high school team 
he's played for to a champion- 
ship, and he says he will do it 
for the Tigers next season in 
the ACC and the NCAA tour- 
nament. 
"I've modeled myself after 
the big-name centers in the 
NBA-Shaq, David Robinson 
and Olajuwan," says Yare. "I 
possess all of their abilities and 
more. There's no reason Clem- 
son won't be able to win the 
ACC and make some noise in 
the NCAA tourney." 
Yare is expected to step 
right in and start for the Ti- 
gers next season since Sharone 
Wright and Frank Tomera are 
announcing they will forego 
their final seasons of eligibil- 
ity to play in the NBA. Scouts 
say he will have more of an 
impact on the college game 
than the other two freshman 
centers that hit the college 
scene this past season: Rasheed 
Wallace of North Carolina and 
Rashard Griffith of Wiscon- 
sin. 
Tiger fans certainly have a 
lot to look forward to next 
season. For the first time in 
five years, it looks like Tiger 
basketball may rival Tiger foot- 
ball. 
As for Yare, after putting 
on a bright orange Clemson 
Tiger hat at his press confer- 
ence, he said, "I'm looking 
forward to facing the chal- 
lenges the ACC has to offer. I 
will devote all of my time to 
Clemson basketball and strive 
to make it the best it can be. I 
love this game." 
Slow down there, Felipe. 
You haven't reached that stage 
yet. 
The Tiger 
wishes each 
and all a 
very happy 
April Fool's 
Day! 
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HBOS 
Party Pizza Special 
20 inch 1-topping 
- Plus 2-liter drink 
$11.95 + tax 
Not valid with other specials 
Expires 5/15/94 
Free Delivery 
654-1103 
si 
m 
Be this 
It's a free Country 
Stuff only 
goes So far. 
VISA 
UPWS 
It'$ every Where ^ 
you wartt to be 
<D Visa U.S.A. Inc. 1994 
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Erik Martin/interim head photographer 
Cliff Ellis will likely be roaming the sidelines of the Great Western 
Forum soon as a Laker assistant coach. 
Escape To Fun And Adventure 
Wild • Chattooga • Scenic 
$15 Spring Discount 
Reservations 1-800-232-7238 
Only 45 Minutes Away 
Nantahala 
Outdoor 
Center 
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The Los Hermano's Cantina 
co-sponsored with T.N.T. Music 
Grand Prize 
Takamine el oustic guitar 
/eekly winners will receive prizt 
When 
* Big Los Hermanos and T.N.T. 
congratulations to |he weekly Acoustic 
Shootout winner. Made in France. 
•Weekly contest will run each Wednesday through April 6th. 
•Two semi-final rounds will follow with the finals to be held April 27th. 
Contest 
•Any acoustic act can register. 
•All entrees must enter at T.N.T. Music before 7:00 p.m. on each Tuesday 
preceding the Wed. competition. 
•Weekly winners are decided by audience balloting so bring your friends. 
•Finals will be judged by a guest panel, including radio personalities and a 
Takamine representative. 
J.MUSIC; Prizes supplied by: T.N.T. Music • Los Hermano's • Listeners' Choice 
prink Arctic Bay Beer $1 All Vladimer Vodka Drinks $2 
Rolling Rock Beer $1^ 
Jagermeister w/giveaways 
Captain Morgans Spiced Rum coming April 6 
V 
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Ellis to aid Magic 
with new Lakers 
by Rob Graham 
staff writer 
The 1993-94 college basket- 
ball season is finally nearing 
its end, and with it will come 
several coaching changes. 
Such is the case with former 
Clemson head coach Cliff Ellis. 
Since Ellis announced over 
the Christmas holidays that 
this season would be his last at 
Clemson, his name has 
popped up all over the coun- 
try as a possible head coach. 
Schools such as Tennessee, 
Western Kentucky, Auburn, 
UNLV, UCLA and Marquette 
are just a few of the universi- 
ties that have courted Ellis. 
Ellis' name has also been 
mentioned during several 
NBA team meetings as a pos- 
sible replacement. Among 
them are the Washington Bul- 
lets, Los Angeles Clippers, 
Dallas Mavericks and Milwau- 
kee Bucks. 
But, the shocker of them all 
is the planned press confer- 
ence for sometime next week 
that will include Los Angeles 
Laker head coach Magic 
Johnson's decision to an- 
nounce Ellis as his assistant. 
When the announcement 
is made, the city of Los Ange- 
les has said it will make plans 
to hold a parade for Ellis and 
his family as soon as they ar- 
rive on the West coast. 
Ellis' impeccable tenure at 
Clemson included being 
named 1987 and 1990 ACC 
Coach-of-the-Year, 1990 UPI 
ACC Coach-of-the-Year, five 
NIT appearances, three NCAA 
tournament appearances and 
an ACC regular season title in 
1990. 
He is also the winningest 
coach in Clemson history, and 
the first ACC coach in history 
to ever lead a team to 
postseason play in his first six 
years as head coach. 
"I'm not saying anything 
until Magic calls a press con- 
ference," said Ellis. "But, I can 
say that it would be a wonder- 
ful opportunity for myself and 
my family. Who knows? Maybe 
I can be the next Dream Team 
coach." 
Come join Cliff Ellis as he gives a 
farewell speech to all his fans 
Easter Sunday morning at 9 a.m. 
at Littlejohn Coliseum. 
BOBBI 
PRATER 
REAL ESTATE & PROPERTY MGT 
TWRSilStfBD, Zlf&ZV&lISrtE'D JWJ^JM'E^XS 
Call 654-3311 
Bobbi Prater Real Estate 
GOING HOME TO SUMTER 
THIS SUMMER? 
Make your summer count. 
Plan to earn credits to meet your 
needs and your college's requirements 
— at an affordable cost. 
Nine-week Summer session 
Classes begin May 31 and end Aug 5 
(Final Exams - Aug 8-9) 
Registration - Wednesday, May 25 
Tuition for residents of Clarendon, Lee and Sumter counties for the 
Summer Session is $29.40 per credit hour. A three-credit hour course 
is $88.20, plus application fees and textbooks. Tuition slightly higher 
for residents of other counties. 
Earn credits in such areas as COMPUTER TECHNOLOGY... 
HISTORY... ENGLISH... MATHEMATICS... 
PSYCHOLOGY... PUBLIC SPEAKING... BIOLOGY. 
Request a listing of courses available this summer. Write the 
Office of Admissions, Central Carolina Technical College, 
506 North Guignard Drive, Sumter, S.C. 29150, 
or call TOLL-FREE 1-800-221-8711, Extn. 205. 
CENTRAL CAROLINA 
TECHNICAL C   O  L  E E  G E 
Central Carolina Technical College does not discriminate in admissions or employment on the 
basis of race, sex, color, age, religion, national origin or handicap. #5167/2/94 
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Honors   and 
Awards T 
for the 
College  of 
Agricultural      Sciences 
Friday,  April  8,   1994;   4:00  PM 
• 
Brooks  Theatre   in  tile   Brooks   Center 
for   Performing   Arts 
Refreshments   will   be   served 
Agriculture   Students,   Friends,   Parents,   Faculty,   Staff 
JOIN US AS WE CELEBRATE! 
Further   Information:   Dean   Ross   Wilkinson   -   656-3018 
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We Offer A Variety Of Floor Plans And Locations. 
• We Have Two Bedroom Duplex Homes As Well As Two 
Bedroom Townhouse Apartments, Both Just Five Miles From 
Campus And Downtown. Both Locations Feature     A 
Swimming Pool. 
•We Also Offer Two Bedroom Townhouse Apartments At 
Clemson University. 
•All Locations Feature Central Heat and Air, Wall to Wall 
Carpeting, Appliances, etc. 
•Best Of All Rent Starts At 325 Per Month! 
•Ask Our Residents About The Many Positive Changes The 
Last Few Months Have Brought, How Maintenance Is 
Quickly Preformed, And How Responsive We Have Become 
To Our Residents Needs. We think You'll Agree - Oak Crest 
Apartments, Regency Townhouse Apartments, And Pelham 
Creek Townhomes Are The Place To Be! Call Anne Batson 
Today At 654- 1558 We Still Have a Few Homes Left! 
s 
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Foothills Family Properties, Inc., in an effort to provide the very best in services to the 
residents of all the properties it manages, will attempt to set up a resident and management 
advisory committee on each of the properties managed by Foothills Family Properties, Inc. 
These committees will be made up of residents from each of the properties, and will serve 
to facilitate communication between residents, management, and the property owners. 
While the actual format of these committees is yet to be decided upon, we are certain that 
they will be instrumental in solving small problems in a timely manner and in preventing 
small problems from becoming bigger problems. This is being done in a sincere effort to 
maximize the enjoyment of living in a Foothills Family Properties, Inc. managed 
community. We hope you will choose to live on one of these fine properties. $ 
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Tomcra joins Wright, declares for NBA draft ( 
by Rob Graham 
staff writer 
In a much anticipated press 
conference yesterday, Clem- 
son sophomore center Frank 
Tomera announced that he 
will forego his final two sea- 
sons of eligibility to play 'hoops 
in die NBA. 
"I think I'm ready for the 
next stage, and I owe a lot to 
coach Ellis," said Tomera. 
Tomera, a 6-11 237- 
pounder out of Johnstown, 
PA, said that he also knew that 
he would be passing up a 
chance to elevate himself to 
the top of the ACC now that 
|/YES! I want to study in AUSTRALIA!! 
teammate Sharone Wright will 
leave for the NBA as well. 
NBA scouting reports have 
designated Tomera as one of 
the top five centers coming 
out for the draft. He is listed 
with the likes of Wright, Eric 
Montross and Yinka Dare.   ' 
The scouts have labeled 
Tomera the quickest center in 
the draft with amazing floor 
speed. They have also pointed 
out his incredible range for a 
big man and intimidating low- 
post strength. 
Teams that will show inter- 
est in Tomera should be the 
Dallas Mavericks,"Milwaukee 
Bucks and Sacramento Kings. 
Study Abroad at 
CURTIN UNIVERSITY 
Countless study choices available 
Australian studies, Aboriginal studies and many more 
Programs to Asia June/July. Call for a brochure. 
1- 800-245 -2575 
I 
I 
I 
I 
Milwaukee is the team ex- 
pected to go after Tomera. 
Their lack of a center for the 
last few seasons has hindered 
their shot at an NBA title. 
Bucks' coach Mike 
Dunleavy got a chance to sit in 
on the Tigers game with UNC- 
Greensboro last December. If 
there ever was a game for 
Tomera to pick to play his 
best, the UNC-Greensboro 
game was it. 
He stymied their defense 
with his rabbit-like quickness 
and was a defensive and offen- 
sive terror on the boards. He 
finished the game with career 
highs in points (4), rebounds 
(3) and offensive rebounds (3). 
In Tomera's freshman sea- 
son, he made the most of his 
limited playing time be scor- 
ing an astonishing 17 points 
and pulling down 20 rebounds 
in just 50 minutes. 
For a man whose craziest 
ambition is to perform a con- 
cert with the rock group KISS, 
the NBA can only sit back and 
wait for Tomera to bring his 
uncanny ability and character 
to its floor. 
1)11:5 
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^l^FC^y'Stands Jonltalian Tasta Tastes Mways 
yummy. 9fe Donation ^Required! 
0 Complete Dinners Starting At Only $5.95 0 Fresh Veal, Chicken , Steaks & Seafood 
0 Lunch Monday-Friday 11:30 -2:30 0 Absolutely The Best Salads In The Upstate! 
0 Sundays 12 noon tuntil 8 00 pm 0 Romantic Italian-Atmosphere 
0 Sat. Open from 11:30 a.m.-ALL DAY! 0 Excellent California & Italian Wine List 
courtesy of sports information 
Frank Tomera will try his luck in the NBA 
next season — will he be the next Greg Kite? 
Wish your best friend a Happy Birthday!! 
Put an ad in The Tiger's Campus Bulletin. 
The Tiger • 906 Union • 656-2167 
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Crew team risks health 
by Noelle Lambert 
staff writer 
Poly Chlorinated Bi-phenyls 
(PCB's) in Lake Hartwell have 
caused quite a stir among EPA 
officials and local residents, 
but it appears that only one 
group is actually being directly 
affected by these carcinogens. 
The crew team is beginning to 
feel some serious side effects 
from their constant exposure 
to the chemical infested lake. 
"It seems they have a mag- 
netic property of some sort," 
comments one rower on the 
contaminants. The team be- 
lieves that the troubled waters 
possess some intoxicating 
power thatjust draws the row- 
ers in. They can't sleep at night, 
they lie awake in anticipation 
of their next practice and arise 
hours before the sun to gather 
once again on the lake. 
The most dramatic effects 
have been seen in the coach. 
He too arises before dawn and 
battles any weather conditions 
to remain on the addictive 
water. He jumps into his 
launch complete with bright 
blue wind and water proof 
pants and does not venture 
back to shore for periods of- 
ten exceeding ten hours. 
Local medical officials have 
been contacted and are specu- 
lating about the origins of this 
addiction. "We believe that the 
composition of the chlorine 
in the PCB's could be the cul- 
prit," one doctor said," but we 
have no way to be sure yet." 
Until the PCB problem is 
alleviated, the crew team will 
carry on as they have been. 
They are quickly adapting to 
getting less sleep, and their 
constant desire to be on the 
water has reaped many re- 
wards as far as the team's suc- 
cess goes. They have had more 
victories than in past years, 
and the PCB addictions could 
be a contributing factor. 
Although coaches are hesi- 
tant to credit the success to 
these deadly chemicals, they 
aren't complaining them. 
"I don't care if it's their pink 
underwear that's done the 
trick," one coach said. "If it 
gets them going, don't mess 
with it." 
The strength of the PCB's 
in Lake Hartwell is not yet 
known, but it is advised that 
the average sportsman take 
caution when planning trips 
to the lake. Apparently, it takes 
only minimal exposure to take 
control and draw people in 
for good. 
The crew team is holding 
a special Midnight 
Madness rowing 
marathon, including 
many of the top teams in 
the Southeast. The 
festivities begin tonight at 
the Y-Beach. 
SIGMAPALOOZA 
FRIDAY APRIL 8TH 
BAND PARTY 
In Clemson 
• Furnished and unfurnished • 2 Bedroom townhouses and flats 
• 2 Full baths • Washers and dryers in all units • 1 mile to 
campus • Lots of storage space 
646-7003 
Space Now Available 
' New Reduced Rate 
* Also 5 Bedroom house 
See you at the Renter's Fair 
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Plus Side Attractions 
ZOE 
SHONEYS 
^^ PRESENTS 
At the Armory 
From 7 pm to 12am 
Tickets $7 
On sale at the Loggia     --__—-     2 
222222222222222222222222 
work® 
BRITAIN 
student exchange employment program 
speakers from London 
campus presentation 
Wednesday April 6th, 3:00 - 4:00pm 
G-lfTillman Hall 
0:0()am - 3:00pm 
lemson Student Union  
& display/info table 
Cl 
(Faculty or Students) 
CHOICE OF B DINNERS FOR 
Chicken Fried Chicken 
Chicken Tenders 
Any Burger (w/Fries) 
Baked Fish 
Half-O-Pound Dinner 
Spaghetti 
Meatloaf 
Country Fried Steak 
JJ^UNA'C 
visit sponsored by lhc Study Abroad lYograms Office 
G-ll Tillman Hall 
(803)656-0676/2174 ffroi 
_PLUS_ •RENT 
•BUY 
ALL YOU CAT EAT Soup, Salad, and Fruit Bar. 
Only $1.19 Extra 
Please Present I.D. when ordering 
*Not valid with other discounts and offers. 
ALL THE COMFORTS OF HOME-— 
FURNITURE 
APPLIANCES 
ELECTRONICS 
Monthly Weekly Daily 
WEDELIVER 
646-5705 
HWY 76 PENDLETON 
■u»>IMIii.».W,..M..«...«mmm^.M.«i.«mK.itnTitmHffi.. 
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Campus Bulletin 
Announcements 
Hit the Gym - Hit the Lake. 
"THE BODY SHOP GYM" $25 a 
month. Clean, congenial, well- 
equipped. No contracts! Main street 
Six Mile. 868-5511. 
The Union is offering a Bridal 
Bargain Tips Workshop on April 6th 
at 5PM in Lindsey's restaurant. The 
WORRIED ABOUT GETTING A JOB IN 
SCIENTIFIC   RESEARCH? 
Get a head start this fall semester with 
MANAGEMENT SKILLS FOR SCIENTISTS 
Entomology 468/668 
Resumes 
Interviewing 
Career   Planning 
Motivating  Employees 
Personnel   Management 
Fall Semester, Tuesday & Thursday at 11:00 - 11:50 
(2 credits) 
To learn more about Management Skills for Scientists contact: 
Dr. Howard W. Fescemyer, (803)656-5050 
Grant Writing 
Grant  Funding 
Time   Management 
Laboratory  Safety 
Regulations 
workshop will be given by Sue Win- 
ner of Sue Winner & Associates, a 
bridal consulting firm from Atlanta, 
GA. Deadline to register is April 1. 
Help start a lnad grand uni- 
versity in Africa. Drop off any books 
or journals Tuesday, April 5, 1994 
in the following areas: atrium of 
Brackett Hall, lobby of the Nursing 
Building, lobby of Poole Agricul- 
tural Building. 
The Dean and Faculty of the 
College of Engineering cordially 
invite all students in the College of 
Engineering to attend its Honors 
and Awards Ceremony on Wednes- 
day, April 6, 1994, at 7:00 PM in the 
evening in Brackett Hall Audito- 
rium. A reception will follow the 
ceremony in the Atrium of Brackett 
Hall. 
The B'nai B'rith Hillel Stu- 
dent Organization will hold a 
PIZZA PARTY on Tuesday evening, 
April 5th, to celebrate the end of 
Passover. Rides from campus will be 
available. Students interested in at- 
tending should call Dr. Klein at 654- 
6108 (home) or 656-3746 (office). 
n 
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OSE IT EVERY TIME YOU MAKE A LONG DISTANCE COLLECT CALL. 
Easter Sunday Mass will be 
held Sunday, April 3 at 9:30 and 
11:30 AM in the Brooks Center. 
DON'T FORGET TO SPRING 
AHEAD Saturday night! 
146 DAYS 'till Spittoono XIV, 
August 25, 26, 27. National Guard 
Armory Softball field. Good music, 
good food, cold beer. Be there! 
Join the St. Andrew's Com- 
munity in celebrating Easter. The 
Easter vigil service will begin at 8 
AM Saturday, April 2 at the Church. 
Easter Sunday morning Masses will 
be at the Brooks Center for the Per- 
forming Arts on campus at 9:30 and 
11:30AM. There will be no other 
Masses on Easter. 
The Women's Council is 
sponsoring a drop-in at the Alumni 
Center on April 7th from 5:30 to 
7:30PM. The event is casual, and 
focuses on providing female gradu- 
ates/students with an opportunity 
to network with other successful, 
professional women. 
EUROPE this summer? Fly- 
only $169! CALIFORNIA-$129 each 
way! Now Florida too. CARIB- 
BEAN/Mexican coast r/t $189! No 
gimmicks- no hitches. AIRTECH 1- 
'800-575-TECH. 
On Friday, April 15, Judy 
Chenault, a trained Bach Flower 
Remedies teacher and practitioner, 
will conduct a FREE lecture on "The 
Bach Flower Remedies: Their Pur- 
pose & Application" from 7-8PM at 
the Ol'Factory Sensation, 343 
Pelham Road in Greenville. Refresh- 
ments will be served afterwards. 
Space is limited. Call Lana Nedrow 
at (803) 235-3670 (anytime) or 
Janice Henderson Jenkins (803) 271- 
2370, Tuesdays and Thursdays, 
10AM-5PM to reserve your space for 
this fascinating lecture. 
Natural, Career, Dramatic 
...We've got a look you'll love! Com- 
plimentary facials and make-up les- 
sons every Tuesday from 6-7 PM in 
Seneca and Saturday from 11-12 
noon in Pendleton. Learn proper 
techniques for skin care and make- 
up applications. Call Claudia 
Johnson at 261-0802 for reserva- 
tions 
My backpack was taken from \,i 
the CU bookstore at about 3:30 PM 
on March 17. Whoever took it, 
please return the notes that were in 
it, as I need them to graduate. 
Please. Thank you. 654-5739. Leave 
a message of the location please. 
*FREE LOVE* 4 dogs and 13 
cats need homes. 646-3845. 
LEARN TO FLY! Join the 
Clemson University Flying Club. 
Stop by the Clemson/Oconee 
County Airport or come to our 
meetings at 8:00 PM in room 302 
Rhodes. Tuesday nights on Apr 5, 
19.. 
LOST: Gold tiger paw brace- 
let with tiger paws cut out of it. If 
found call Diana at 646-7168. 
FOUND: Dog on campus 3/ 
7/94. Male, black and tan, mix- 
breed dog. Call student police at 
656-2259. 
FOUND: Cat on campus 3/ 
13/94. Female, grey, white, and or- 
ange striped, short-haired. Call stu- 
dent police at 656-2259. 
sec page 23 
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Business 
Opportunity 
Business   Opportunity   - 
Looking for a first job or part-time 
job? How does this sound? You set 
your own hours, pay, and have an 
insane income potential, all for a 
laughable initial investment? Curi- 
ous? I'm here to help. Call Raphael 
at 888-2333. Enrich. 
ASSEMBLERS: Excellent in- 
come to assemble products at home. 
Info 1-504-646-1700 DEPT. SC-5158. 
AA cruise & Travel employ- 
ment guide. Earn big $$$ + travel 
the world free! (Caribbean, Europe, 
Hawaii, Asia!) Hurry! Busy spring/ 
summer seasons approaching. Guar- 
anteed success! Call (919) 929-4398 
ext. C62. 
Earn an extra $2000 per 
month. Is it worth your time to find 
out how? Call 654-3535. 
EARN $500 or more weekly 
stuffing envelopes at home. Send 
long SASE to: Country Living Shop- 
pers, Dept. D6, P.O. Box 1779, 
Denham Springs, LA 70727. 
EXCELLENT EXTRA IN- 
COME NOW! ENVELOPE STUFF- 
ING. $600-$800 every week. Free 
Details: SASE to International Inc., 
1375 Coney Island Ave., Brooklyn, 
New York 11230. 
Earn cash stuffing envelopes 
at home. All materials provided. 
Send SASE to P.O. Box 395, Olathe, 
KS, 66051. 
GREEKS & CLUBS EARN 
$50 - $250 FOR YOURSELF plus up 
to $500for your club! This fund-raiser 
costs nothing and lasts one week. 
Call now and receive a free gift. 1- 
800-932-0528, Ext. 65. 
EARN $500 or more weekly 
stuffing envelopes at home. Send 
long SASE to: Country Living Shop- 
pers, Dept. D6, P.O. Box 1779, 
Denham Springs, LA 70727. 
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One red floor-length gown, 
sequined bodice, size 8-10 and one 
green tea-length gown, mostly se- 
quined, size 6-8. $125 each. Call 
Cindy at 654-2093 after 4PM. 
Apartments available at 
Pinestreet Townhouses. Call Clem- 
son Tri-County Realty at 654-0083. 
Apartments available at 
Crawford Courts. Call Clemson Tri- 
County Realty at 654-0083. 
Help Wanted 
INTERNATIONAL EM- 
PLOYMENT- Make up to $2000- 
$4000+/mo- teaching basic conver- 
sational English in Japan, Taiwan, or 
S. Korea. No teaching background 
or Asian languages required. For 
info, call: (206) 632-1146 ext.J5381. 
Room in exchange for chores 
around small animal farm. 7 miles 
from Clemson. Must have own ve- 
hicle and be conscientious. 639- 
6478. 
Summer Job Opportunity- 
Looking to gain experience, build 
resume? Make $480/wk working 
with The Southwestern Co. Will be 
holding interviews the month of 
April. 654-7836. 
The Crystal Pistol: Old West 
Saloon now accepting applications 
for experienced cooks, full service 
wait staff, hosts/hostesses & kitchen 
help. Apply in person at Job Ser- 
vices, 11091 N. Radio Station Rd. 
Seneca. 
VOLUNTEERS Chase-car 
drivers for transcontinental run. 
646-3845. 
AA Cruise & Travel Employ- 
ment Guide. Earn big $$$ & travel 
the world free! (Caribbean, Europe, 
Hawaii, Asia!) HUrry! Busy Spring/ 
Summer seasons approaching. 
Guaranteed success! Call (919) 929- 
4398 ext C62. 
DRIVER WANTED  For 
Toyota    Celica.     Clemson    to 
Bloomington, IN. at the end of 
§tvmtt# 
Depression • Anxiety • Stress 
Personality Disorders 
Interpersonal Problems 
Adjustment Disorders 
Individual/Family 
102-3 Earle Street, Clemson, SC 29631 
behind S.C. National Bank 
(803) 654-1936  
For Sale 
Pageant or Spring Formal 
Dress Watters and Watters two- 
piece aqua shantung with portrait 
neckline. Size 10. Never worn, tags 
still on. Call 654-2992. 
OVER STOCK LIQUIDA- 
TION SALE 
Formals 
Bridal Gowns 
All accessories 
Come join the fun as we sell 
out to the BARE WALLS \ 
Design Studio (next to Los 
Hermanos) 
FOUR NEW TIRES for sale. 
Size 155R13. Contact 653-8789 eve- 
nings. Price negotiable. 
'85 Mazda RX7 GSL SE. 
Black, 5 spd, sunroof, AC, power 
options. New Bridgestone tires, 
clutch, starter, engine. Loaded. 
Great condition. $4200 OBO. 281- 
1063. 
Mice for sale. Call Bill or 
Stephen 885-1490. 
1988 Hyundai Excel - 67,000 
miles - Black, 2 door hatchback, 
sunroof, clean and in good condi- 
tion - $1000 - 858-4296. 
2 semi-formal dresses. One 
black velvet w/ fuschia accents. One 
w/ gold bodice and black body. Both 
size 8-10. $50 each OBO. Call 653- 
April/early May. $100 plus gas. Call 
944-8284. 
Pasta House: Now hiring ex- 
perienced F-T or P-T bar and wait 
staff for lunch and dinner. Authen- 
tic Italian cuisine, excellent lips. 
Apply in person. 
Rewarding Summer Job. Or- 
lando, FL residential summer camp 
for the developmentally disabled. 
Now hiring counsellors 18 or older. 
Live and work on beautiful lakefront 
property. Excellent opporlunity for 
career-related experience in a caring 
environment. Call (407) 889-8088 
for application and salary informa- 
tion. 
Cruise ships hiring- Earn up 
to $2000+/ month on cruise ships 
or land tour companies. Summer & 
Full time employment available. No 
experience necessary. For informa- 
tion call 1-206-634-0468 ext. C5381. 
Program Coordinators 
needed. Orlando, FL. Residential 
summer camp serving the develop- 
mentally disabled. Live with and su- 
pervise 40 staff and design camp ac- 
tivities. Camp exp. and exp. with the 
developmentally disabled required. 
Call (407) 889-8088 for information 
see page 24 
TD's TD's TD's 
Coming Events 
Close to campus 
2 and 3 bedroom 
apartments 
$325-500 
Available this summer for 
upcoming.school year. 
Call Linda 
654-1166 
or 
944-5508 
4/1 Harambe 
Rupple blaster specials 
4/6 Delia Notte Fight Night 
(Sambuca) Games & Prizes j; I 
4/7 Dream Clock 
Now accepting 
DISCOUER 
Coming Soon Tinslcy Ellis 
Wild Wednesdays 
Happy Hour Specials 
Wings $1.99 a dozen 
Play a part in Clemson Life 
by being a 
Presidential 
Intern. 
Presidential Interns are motivated and outstanding students who are given the opportunity to learn more 
about the inside workings of Clemson. Students work between 15-20 hours and receive a $600 stipend for 
a semester. The following positions are available for fall: 
Scene I President's Home (Applications are also being taken for summer. Please specify on 
application). 
Scene II Student Affairs 
Scene HI Donor Research 
Scene IV Special Events 
Scene V Strom Thurmond Institute 
Scene VI Records and Registration 
Applications can be picked up in room 103 Holtzendorff and are due by 
Friday, April 9. If you have any questions, call Kelly at 656-0501. 
ama
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on rewardingjob. 
Summer Resort Jobs- Earn to 
$12/hr. + tips. Hawaii, Florida, 
Rockies, Alaska, New England, etc. 
1-800-807-5950 ext. R5529 
ALASKA SUMMER EM- 
PLOYMENT- fisheries. May earn 
$2,000+/m°nth in canneries or 
$3,000-$6,000+/month on fishing 
vessels. For more info, call: 1-206- 
545-4155 ext. A5381. 
COUNSELORS Prestigious 
co-ed Berkshires, MA summer camp 
seeks skilled collegejuniors, seniors, 
and grads. Generals and Specialists 
in Tennis, Athletics, Swimming, 
Wateisports, Theatre, Dance, Silver 
Jewelry, Newspaper. Have a reward- 
ing and enjoyable summer! Salary 
plus room and board. Call: CAMP 
TACONIC 800-762-2820. 
LIFEGUARDS, WSl'S, WA- 
TER AEROBICS INSTRUCTORS, 
and POOL MANAGERS needed for 
subdivision pools in the Greenville, 
Eastside, and Simpsonville areas. 
Certification is required. Full-time 
and part-time positions available. 
Call Jane Jones at (803) 244-1915. 
Cruise ships now hiring- 
Earn up to $2000+/ month working 
on cruise ships or land tour compa- 
nies. World travel. Summer & Full 
time employment available. No ex- 
perience necessary. For more infor- 
mation call 1-206-634-0468 ext. 
C5381. 
Earn immediate income and 
gain marketing experience. Training 
and support available. Major tele- 
communications company. Ideal for 
those with full schedules or time to 
spare. Looking for 6 - 8 people. For 
more info: 1-803-375-0855. 
National Parks Summer Jobs 
Tour guide, dude ranch, host(ess), 
instructor, lifeguard, hotel staff, trail 
maintenance, firefighter, + volunteer 
& government positions available. 
Excellent benefits & bonuses! Apply 
now for best positions. Call 1-206- 
545-4804 ext. N5381. 
Lifeguards, swim coaches , 
swim instructors, summer positions 
are available in North Metro Subur- 
ban Atlanta area.- Certification 
classes available. Call SW1MAT- 
LANTA POOL MANAGEMENT, 
992-7665. 
Earn High Income ($4000- 
$8000+) & Gain Valuable Business 
Experience selling yellow pages ad- 
aven 
Club 
SgS*^ 803-64G-5154 
Golf 
Cherry St., Pendelton "VA miles East of the Square' 
Lights are on! 
Night golf & pro shop open till 10:30 pm 
$1 .(X) off night rate w/ coupon good thru April 30 
 one per person.  
Convenience And Comfort 
In Contact Lenses Is 
Right Before Your Eyes. 
And Your First Pair Is Free. 
Discover the convenience and comfort of ACUVUE® 
Disposable Contact Lenses. If ACUVUE is right for you. 
we'll give you a free trial pair. 
VISION CENTER 
370-College Ave. 
Clemson, SC 
654-7980 
V ." tSIONypKODUCrijW^V;- 
THE NATIONAL CENTER 
FOR 
PARALEGAL TRAINING 
GRADUATING SENIORS 
Put your education to work - become a 
PARALEGAL 
"One of the fastest growing professions through 2005." 
- U.S. Department of Labor 
The National Center for Paralegal Training 
• American Bar Association Approved Program 
• 3-Month Day or 7-Month Evening Programs 
• Employment Assistance - over 1200 employers 
in 39 states have hired NCPT graduates 
Meet with our representative 
.Friday, April 8,8:30-4:30 
Contact the college Placement Office for an appointment. 
Call or write for a free brochure and more information. 
The National Center for Paralegal Training 
3414 Peachtree Road, Suite 528, Adanta, GA 30326 
(800) 275-7842 • (404) 266-1060 
vertising in your official student 
campus telephone directory. A car 
is required. Call National Marketing 
Director, College Pro Publishing at 
1-800-466-2221'. 
For Rent 
Room available for sublease 
5/8/94- 8/15/94. Private bedroom. 
Females only. University Place. Re- 
duced to $195/ month + utilities. 
Contact Julie at 653-9019. 
Roommate needed: female 
nonsmoker. $197.50/mo. plus 1/2 
utilities. Own bedroom. Walking 
distance to campus. Summer sub- 
lease. Amy: 653-3195 or leave mes- 
sage. 
Summer sublease. Tillman 
Place. Furnished. 1 female. $235/ 
mo negotiable. 653-8667. 
Apt. for rent. 1 bedroom w/ 
large bath. Dishwasher, wash/dry 
hookups, ample parking. Cheap 
utilities. Negotiable lease. Excellent 
condition. Perfect for grads/ new 
professionals. 10 minute walk to 
campus. 653-9109. 
House for rent. 3BR, 2BA, 
LR, DR. Large yard, garage. Fully 
furnished at 118 Freedom Dr, $850/ 
month, 4 students, 12 month lease, 
call 803-790-9071. 
Apartment for rent in 
Riverbank Commons (Clemson.) 
Fully furnished, pool, shuttle to cam- 
pus. Need up to 4 females for sum- 
mer and/or spring & fall. $190/mo. 
plus utilities. Will sublease if neces- 
sary! Call 653-5339, leave name & 
number on machine. 
L 
Try our J new pizzas 
Only $1.99 
 .■..'■i'ij#.mwwawi>»!i'"  
♦ 7 Layer 
♦ Southw 
♦Saiita* 
t«n Chicken P»»a 
eefPfr**^ 
TACO 
'BELL. 
Late NightiFri-satioam 'til 3 am 
Sun-Thur 10 'til midnight 
1057 Tiger Blvd. 654-7746 
A Devotional for All Christians: 
THE 
WAYA«s 
CROSS 
A Prayerful & Dramatic Walk 
through Clemson's Campus 
Remembering 
Jesus' Walk to Calvary; 
Fourteen stops for 
^ ^^ Scriptural Meditation 
J^J        on the meaning 
J^/ of the Cross 
for our lives today! 
First Baptist Church of Clemson -.-. 
.%,-,    St. Andrew's Catholic Churcl 
Y£     University Lutheran Church    ,: 
-^ Fort Hill Presbyterian Church    * 
y, Baptist Student Union  , 
'/ Catholic Student Association 
, Presbyterian Student Association 
GOOD FRIDAY 
April 1st-4:30 pm 
We wHI begin on Campus 
at Mell Hall Plaza 
(Hwy93 next to Bowman Field) 
ending with stops in front of First Baptist, 
St. Andrew's & University Lutheran Church 
HHH 
